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ABSTRACT

This report summarizes (1) data and information collected t-I facil-
tate che development of criteria for the evaluation of the efficiency and
effeceivenpqs of Army Technical Libraries; (2) the f.ndlngi op the mission
and objectives of Army Technical Libraries; (3) the areas in which adequate
standards for performance are feasible, anA (4) presents the tentative
(candidate) criteria and proposed management techniques useful in implement-
ing them,

The criteria apply to 4 general aspects of library performance:

(I) Philosophical - criteria which relate to the enunciation
of the reasons for the existence of the librarv.

(2) Management - criteria which -elate to the influence exerted
on the efficiency and effectiveness of the librar) by

(3) Services and products - criteria which relate to the outputs
of the library and measure. of service or nroduct effectivenesb.

(4) Operations - criteria which are potentially useful as a basis
for developing adequate standards for performance evaluaticn
of the staff's professional actions. A0
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PREFACE

It is the end purpose of Contract DA-28017-AMC-3483(A) to establish
criteria for evaluating Army Technical Librar operations and services.
The criteria are intended to cover the evaluation of all aspects of tech-
nical library operations and services, including but not limited to:

P, Library staff f. Service effectiveness
b. Personnel utilization g. Operations efficiency

c. Placemeat of library- in h. Budget allocation
organization it serves i. Procurement and

d. Space and equipment requirements maintenance
e, Collections

because the criteria must be concepts usable for achieving the obJec-
tivea of the study a:'d will be applied pragmatically, the study must:

a. define each objective;
b. provide a method of testing the criterion with the purpose of

determining library effect4 venesso

The study is divided into three phases:

Phase I - State-of-the-arL: conducting a literature search

roflecting the current state-of-the-art, covering:

a. library standards;
b. methods of evaluating libraries;

c. data and information relating to the

library performance evaluation.

Phase II - Data gathering and evaluation.

Phase III - Establishing criteria.

To introduce the reader to the work and fir.dings of Phase 'U, a brief
review of Phase I may prove helpful. During Phase I a detai' d search was
made of the literature of library and management "science" to assess the
state-of-the-Art" of criteria and methods of evaluating the efficiency and

effectiveness of library operations and services. More than one thousand
reivrences were located, and the documents were revieweA and evaluated.
Those judged as most pertinent and contributory to the study were abstracted
for inclusion in the Phase I report. Supplemental documents were included

as references. Definitions of such key terms as "effectiveness," "t efficiency,"
"criteria," "operations" and "services" were given and a glossary of manage-
neut science terms was provided. A matrix was constructed depicting the
possible application of various management techniques to specific library
operations and services. A discussion of the findings of the investig a tion
was presented. Generally, the existing criteria are deemed i,.comp 1,"te; only
a few of them are useful as a basis for measuring library efficiency and
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effectivenass. The quantitative measurement of the value of a library
service or product such as a literature search, bibliography or current
awaroness service appears - be difficult to assess.

Selected suggestions were =ade for possible approaches to develop-
sent of suitable criteria. Amon6 zhese was the suggestion that a
specific library criteria might be developed by analyzing to what extent
the library carries out its mission.

Thia report discusses the investigations and findings of Phase II.
The contractor was charged to collect and evaluate the data on technizal
libraries already available from surveys conducted by DoD, Department. of
the Army and others. The contractor was directed to visit a selected
number of Army Technical Libraries to gather additional information on
performance standards, work measurement, standard operating procedures and
related ite e,

Although the contract states that it is the task of Phase Ill to
establish, test and evaluate the criteria, the dividing line between Phase II
and III is neither fixed nor precise. The very nature of the work is such
that the form and substance of the criteria begin to take shape in Phase II.
Thus, although this report will not actually state or recommend final
cri^%eria, a cask that will be treated in Phase III, the analysis and evalua-
tion of the data and information identified in Phase I and II will suggest
to the readers the characteristics intended to describe these criteria.
Phase II is not intended to be instructional in the application of tentative
criteria or rethods !4mle enaraion. Phase I. will present and validate the
the criteria and methods of implementation suj.,ested in this phase and will
also present detai'ed instructions on how to Lpply the tools. Phase III
will also ortsent ranks for the criteria and tools according to their
relative usefulness at various types of libraries.
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I. CANDIDATE CRITERIA AND CONCLUSIONS

The statecents in this chapter represent the sumurization of the
findings of Phase II work. One would normally expect to find them at
the end of the report. They are being presented at this point, however,
so that the reader may better understand the developments in later chapters.

In reviewing the work of Phase II it became apparent that the can-
didate criteria fall into four general categories, depending upon the
particular parameter or aspect of the library to be evaluated. These
classes of criteria are:

(i) Philosophical - criteria which relate to the enunciation of
the reasons for Lhe existence of the library and the purposes
it serves. The criterion here might be "the adequacy and
clarity of the library mission statement is a criterion of
the effectiveness of the library," for on it hinges the
ability of the library staff to fulfill the purposes of the
organization. It is not claimed that this class of criteria
would lead to standards by which to "measure" in the usual
physical sense of the term.

(2) Management - criteria which relate to the influence exerted
on the effectiveness of the library by the management practices.
Here we are suggesting that the effectiveness of the library is
a function of how expertly the librarian (and other library
supervisory staff in the larger library) chooses his staff,
organizes them and directs their efforts towards produciLng
the services which are essential to fulfilling the goals and
objectivee of the library.

(3) Services and Products - criteria which relate to the outputs
of the library, that is, the actual services performed 'or a

,client or the products produced for the client's use. This
class of criteria would relate to idtntification and measure-
ment of the characteristics of the services and products and
also the value of these outputs to the clients. These criteria
would strive towards evaluating the effectiveness of services

and products in fulfilling either individw-l client's needs,
or statistically fulfilling the needs of populations of clients.

(4) Operations - criteria which relate to the more or less routine,
but nonetheless professional actions which are carried out
daily by the staff in operating a library, but which actually
determine the quality, quantity, usefulness and cost of the

services and products.

Preceding Page Blank



PHI LOS P111C.AL

Criteria j Method -f ImplementationIi
1. The effectivenest of an 1, Organization analysis - study

Army Technical Library is a of the purpose for the existence
function of the extent to of an organization, its primary
which it supports the mission and secondary functions and the
of the parent organization, extent to which it accomplishes

its functions (see XXVI in
(W' The mission of the glossary).
Army Technical Library is a
derivative of the mission of 2. Research - study of iissions
the parent organization, statements at other libraries

with similar types of clientele
(b) The effectiveness of an (see XXVII in glossary).
Army Technical Library is a

function of the adequacy and 3. Human alations - studies in
clarity of its mission state- customer oriented planning and

ment in enumerating concrete control (see XVII in glossary).

goals and objectives, as well
as specific library services 4. P.P.B.S. - Planning - Program-
and products. ming - Budgeting System aids

program directors in planning,
delineating objectives and
analyzing costs and benefits and
in budgeting to maximize benefits
(see V in glcssary).

2. The effectiveness of an 1. Organization analysis-utilizing
Army Technical Library is organization charts to identify
a functiou of the closeness relationships between line and
of its affiliation with the staff units within a" organiza-

administrative leval re- tion and to delineate areas of
sponsible for the organ- responsibility of each unit.
izational divisions served Also provides a view of the dis-
by the library. The mission tribution of responsibilities
of the Army Technical Library making reccgnition of role in-
is ap-oved at this admin- consistencies with organizational
istrative level and im- goals easier (see MKVI and IX in
plemented by the library glossary).I administrator.
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MAN AG EME'

Cri r :ia Method of Implementation

The effectivenens of an 1. Cost-effectiveness analysis
Army Technical Library is a and P.P.B.S. - utilizes a

function of the extent to "systems approach" to quantify

which the library admin- costs and effectiveness through
istrator manages his resources system simulation models. The
to provide the combination I system model facilitates math-
of services and products which ematical modeling which can be
give optimum supvort to the the basis for planning, program-
library mission, goals and ming and budgeting decisions
objectives. (see I and V in glossary).

(a) The effectiveness of an 2. Utility analysis - utilizes
Atmy Technical Library is a managers' Judgments as to the
rinction of the e-tent to value of services and operations

which the librariap meets qvantity in supporting the library mis-
requirements for products and sion. Basic Judgments of the
services. relative values of each service

and operation are recorded in
(b) The effectiveness of an such a way that mathematical
Army Technical Library is a equations can be used to unify
function of the extcnt to these basic Judgments and to
which the librarian meets quality resolve the balance between
requirement. for services and operations which gives optimum
products. support to the library mission,

goals .d objectives (see IV
in glossary).

SERVICES AND PRODUCTS

Criteria Method of Implementation

4. The effectiveness of a given +. This can be determined by measur-
type of service or product ing, for a population of needs,
is a function of the prob- the percentage of needs which
abilities of occurrence of pass e^ch event required to ac-
all events essential to that complish objectives of the
service or product. services or to accomplish the

production of the products.

5. The effec!:iveness of a given

service or product is a
function of the collective
effectiveness values of all
individual operations in
accomplishing events re-
quired to produce it.
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IB
6. The effectiveness of a given 1. This can be determined by

library service or product subjective analysis of the
is relative to the collective value or utility of each
indifference (of potential service or product in sup.-
users, librarians and their ?orting the mission of the
supervisors) beteen that library and the mission of the
service or product and other ' parent organization.
services or products needed
to meet their respective
objectives.

OPEI ATIONS

Criteria Method of Implemenl:ation

7. The efficiency of a given I. Where high correlations exist
libraty operation is a between operational cost:, and
function of unit cost and outputs within and among Army
quality (effectiveness) Technical Libraries :Lt is
of operation outrputs. possible to devtlop attainable

stendards nf efficiency f-r
given ra -ges of effctliveness.

2. Efficiency of routine opera-
tions can be measured against
standard data when standard units

of work are produced. Time
standards for routfoe oppra-.

tions which are performed to
accomplish essential ev.,i :s in
library services can be developed
for each routine operation
through G.A.P. or other work

samplh , studies. Gronp ef-
ficiency can be measured against
the standard z I expressed as
an index of staff utilization.

8. The effect4veness of - I This can be determined by the

given operation is a func- relationships or correlatlons
tion of the probabilities between certain event probabil-
that essential events occur ities and the outputs of
due to the outp s of that operations.
operation.
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9. The effectiveness of a given 1. This can be determined by
operation is a function of its subjective analysis of the
output contribution to the total value or utility of each
value of library services or j operations output in adding
products. utility to various services

and products.

Criteria for the evaluation of library efficiency and effectiveness,
methods of implementation and potential methods for developing efficiency-
effectiveness standards are anticipated as the end product of this study
in Phase III. It is anticipated that some of the final criteria which
are presented in Phase III will obviously be easily supported, some will
be sound, but difficult to demonstrate and still others will be of the
nature of hypotheses.

A number of limits should be considered at this time in order that the

contractor's intent will not be misinterpreted.

Limits:

1. The criteria are not intended to be all inclusive as a basis
for management decisions concerning overall library efficiency
or effectiveness.

2. The methods of implementation of these criteria are not, at
this stage of the state-of-the-art of library evaluation,
proposed as being purely scientific. Many areas concerning
efficiency of library operations and effectiveness of library
operations and services continue to elude scientific measure-
ment or evaluation. For example: The findings of this report
do not include criteria for the measurement of (a) the value
of information in a collection, (b) the value of books, doc-
uments, etc., (c) the effectiveness of the library in meeting
individual client needs, (d) the efficiency of nonroutiae
administrative operations such as staff and users training.
However, the best scientific methods available in the state-
of-the-art of "scientific" management have been selected by
the coordinated judgments of 3 management consultants on the
contractor's staff. After these methods have been tested for
validity during Phase III of this effort, the feasibility of
their application at various types of libraries will be determined.
These validated criteria and methods of implementation are ex-
pected to be only one link in the evolution from "artistic and
subjective" library evaluation to "scientific and objective"
library evaluation.

5



3. Standards developed by means of validated criteria and methods
of iplementation should not be regarded as being standards which
should at once be strictly enforced. Extensive testing and
further development is necessary before standards of sufficient
precision can be developed to control library efficiency and
effectiveness within confidence limits significantly tight to
Justify rigid policies. However, the crleria and methods will
serve as a basis for establishing adequate standards for perform-
ance evaluation.

4. The usefulness of the criteria and methods validated during this
-study will relate, in the f'nal analysis, to the ability, available
time, and inclination of library administrators or Army management
officials to adapt and implemeLt them. Therefore, it is recom-
mended that a seminar and/or a training program be started to
encourage further development and use of the viidated criteria tor
measurement of efficiency and efiectiveness.

6



II. THE NATURE OF CRITERIA

It is necessary to strive for some intellectual precision when think-
ing of the concepts connoted by the words "criterion" and "standard." Further-
more, there is an ever-present danger of concept confusion when we attempt
to represent degrees of meeting standards in terms of "effectiveness," and
then quantify this somehow in terms of "efficiency" when the factors of
time and cost are introduced.

For these reasons, it is appropriate to discuss the nature of "criteria."
From this, concepts of the nature of "standards" should develop, as well as
ideas of how measures of "effectiveness" emerge from degree of ability to
meet standards; "efficiency" values involving time and cost should then
become obvious.

"Criterion" is defined in Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary
as "a standard on which a judgment or decision may be based." The word
"standard" as a synonym for criterion is "something set up and established
by authority as a rule for the measure of quantity, weight, extent, value,
or quality." "Standard," "criterion," "gauge," "yardstick," "touchstone"
denote a means of determining what a thing should be. "Standard" applies to
any definite rule, principle or measure established by authority. "Criterion"
may apply to anything used as a test of quality ;hether or not formulated
as a rule or principle.

It would be advantageous to the progress of the work of this contract
to construct a model showing the relationships between the concepts of
"criterion," "standard," "effectiveness" and "efficiency." The model will
be fundamental to the authors' thinking and, although some readers may
disagree with it, it will be defended as the basis of the system of criteria
eventually to be proposed. The model is as follows:

CRITERION - a requirement on which a judgment or decision may be based.

STANDARD - something set up or established by authority as a rule
for the measure of quantity, extent, value or quality. In the sense
used here, a standard is a criterion with qualification, quantification
or dimensions added.

EFFECTIVENESS - the extent or degree to which a particular thing
fulfills the mission, goal or objective for which it was performed,
that is, the degree to which it meets the standard set by authority.

EFFICIENCY - effective operation as measured by comparing pro-
duction with cost (as in energy, time and money). Efficiency
is a measure of the number of units produced per unit of energy,
per unit of time, per unit of money, etc.

7
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This concept of "efficiency" assumes that the units produced are
"effective" units, that is, they meet the "standard" which authority has
established from the original "criterion."

To draw a general conclusion from the criterion-standard-effectiveness-
efficiency model, it is not possible to establish specific levels such as
efficiency without first establishing more generic levels such as effec-
tiveness. In turn, measures of "effectiveness" cannot be established
without first establishing "standards" and, more generic than standards,
criteria.

Although analogies are not always satisfactory methods for proving a
hypothesis, they sometimes serve as helpful examples. In this sense,
consider this example. Suppose criteria are to be established for military
"commandos." *By studying what commandos are expected to do, it is noted
that thay must often jump over fences to get to the site of their intended
operation. One criterion for determining the effectiveness of commandos,
therefore, could be the ability to jump fences.

In order to understand more about the importance of the fence-jumping
requ1re-nt, it is necessary to study this aspect of commando tactics.
Suppose a study shows that, to reduce fence-jumping to the status of a
constant, it is necessary to jump the highest fences found - say a height
of 20 feet. However, it is known that no man unaided can Jump 20 feet
high. Thus, to set a standard of ability to jump 20 feet high for comando
candidates is unrealistic and would rule out all candidates. Therefore,
a further study is performed where the total population of fences to be
Jumped is sampled and their distribution analyzed. Suppose further that
this distribution curve shove that the ability to jump 6 foot fences will
permit surmounting 95% of all fences encountered. An "authority" can then
decide that commando candidates must be able to jump 6 foot fences and
thi. becomes the "standard" for that requirement.

Let it be supposed that in the field we measure the actual performance
of completely trained, experienced, practicing commandos with reference
to jumping fences. If all comandos jump over 6 foot fences with no ex-
ception, their group effectiveness is 100% of the standard requirement,
and at least 95% of the operational fence-jumping requirement. If some
of the men jump fences higher than 6 feet, their operational effectiveness
is higher than 95%, but les than 100%.

The analogy has been chosen from an area remote from librarianship

so that the more complex characteristics of librarianship will not
complicate the issues being developed.



The efficiency of the process can then be determined in ters of the
time and cost of jumping fences (costs include probable loss in casualties,
energies, equipment, etc.).

The model might be stated as:

CRITERION - one of the criteria for determining the effectivenes of the
commandos is the ability to jump fences.

STANDARD - in the theater of commando operations where fence heights
up to six feet include 95Z of all fences which are encountered, all
commandos must be able to jump over fences up to six feet hig.

EFFECTIVENESS MEASURE - in actual operation every commando jumped

all fences up to six feet high. Sone jumped higher fences. None
jumped all fences more than six feet high. As a group the'r opera-
tional effectiveness rating for this particular criterion s at least
0.95 but less than 1.00. Effectiveness with regard to the standard
is 1.00.

EFFICIENCY

Efficiencv - a cost function of jumping the fences in a partfcular
operational case.

45 Fence-jumping would, of course, be only one of a series (Cl, C2, C3...Cn)
of coando criteria. As in the determination of effectiveness of electronic
or other equipment,where overall reliability (R) is a function of the
reliability of all essential component parts (assuming no shunts):
R - rl x r2 x r3...x rn, so the overall effectiveness of the commando would
be a function of all criteria which affect commando performance:

Eo - El x E2 x E3...En,
where:

Eo - overall effectiveness of comandos in accomplishing thc
goals and objectives of their mission;

El - effectiveness at jumping fences;
E2 - effectiveness at demolition;
E3,4,5 etc.- effectiveness at other essential operational tasks.

Depending upon the standards set, the ability to meet the individual standar s
determines the minimum effectiveness values. The actual effectiveness value-
will usually be higher, but not significantly so if the standard, are tight.

In relating this approach to a library situation, the question may be
asked: "Why do libraries exist"? The answer could be "To provide services

to clients." The effectiveness of libraries would be a measure of how well
the libraries provide these services to the clients. In order o be more

9



analytical and meaningful in discussing the effectiveness of services,
the various kinds of services provided by libraries must be identified,
such as, for example, (1) circulation services, (2) reference search
services, (3) translation services, etc. Even this breakdown does not
permit the determination of effectiveness at a meaningful level. Levels
of greater definition must be sought and each individual item at that
level must then be studied. Using reference search services as an example,
by analysis one can identify four kinds of searches, the kind depending
upon how the client requests the service:

I. Unequivocal expression of an unequivocal need.

EXample: A client requests a copy of "Annual Review of
Information Science and Technology," Volume I, 1966,
American Documentation Institute, Carlos A. CuadraEditor,
pub. by Interscience Div. of John Wiley & Sons, New York.

II. Equivocal expression of an unequivocal need.

Example: The client wants the particular book described
in Case 1, but does not know the precise title or the editor's
name, publisher, etc., and has to describe his need ambiguously.

111. Equivocal expression of an equivocal need.

Example: A client does not know the identity of specific
books or documents. Furthermore, he does not know recisely
what he is seeking. He may, for example, request information
on the effect of contaminants on the propertien of ruby lasers.

IV. Unequivocal expression of an equivocal need.

Example: A client knows what he is seeking, but does not know
the publications which are relevant. He may, for example,
request a list of all books published in Great Britain on
plastics in 1965.

Type III questions are those which most require expert subject index-
ing,* although Type II and Type IV also require them.

In studying the effectiveness of the library in responding to Type III
search questions, what are the factors involved? Among others are: (1)
rompleteness of library collection or "data bank," (2) subject indexing of
books, documents, etc., (3) skill and knowledge of reference librarians.

Cataloging and indexing are used interchangeably in this text.

1)

10



Assuming that the library collection is a constant and that the
reference librarian possesses sufficient knowledge and skill to be able
to locate all pertinent documents which are adequately indexed within a
limiting time, indexing will be considered the only significant variable.
Since indexing is the major method used to label the things stored so
that they can be retrieved upon demand by library users, it is a candidate
criterion of the ability to regain documents by search and thus of the
effectiveness in serving client needs.

To hypothesize, let one criterion of effectiveness of search be in-
dexing. Furthermore, assume that the only concern is with subject index
terms.

Unlike the commando example, it is difficult to determine real maximum
number of index terms. It cannot even be established that the maximum
number corresponds, for a given document, to the number of different words
in that document. Synonymy could make the maximum larger. However, it can
be assumed from experience that the desired number of index terms should
be in a certain range. Then it is possible by authority to specify a
number of index terms and declare this to be the standard. In order for
an authority to specify this number, it is necessary to perform a study of,
say, the increasing probability of locating documents as a function of the
number of index terms per document, as well as a function of the number of
documents of that class (e.g., mathematics, L.C. Class QA; chemistry, L.C.
Class QD). This probability is, of course, a function of several other
factors such as time permitted for search (coat) and the skill of the
searcher. The first two are significant factors and will suffice for ex-
perimental development at this point. The effect of indexing and the number
of documents for the Type III questions discussed earlier - where there is
an equivocal expression of an equivocal need - may be indicated by con-
structing a three-dimensional graph (Figure 1), utilizing data from actual
searches to determine P3 , Xij and 7ij where:

Pj3 is the probability of finding three or more documents relevant
to the client's equivocal expression of an equivocal need at a
j library;

Xij is the total number of documents in all subject classes searched,
e.g., mathematics or chemistry, at library j for query i

Yij sn average number of index terms per candidate document in the
relevant subject classes at library j for query i

,i I I
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It nov becoms possible to gather data based on document-filnding
results foi a population of Type~ III queries, at . number of different
libraries, where the r an number of index terms ued on documents re-

callHt as veil as "hhe number of relevant dcihmentb in the given subject
ca ises fan be diter-lned, £:n these dsT evuations for the probability

of findcng some ntber of documents can be constructed. For example, theprobability of find~ng three or more documens may ue smme function of

cip and and tj , I e., :
Here the Lime factor "t" has been added as the th rd member of the equation
and additional factors can be inserted. The variable of search abi.lity
will be Lansidered constant for qualificd refereice librarians. However,
a proficiency test could be administered to level th~a factor. The sub-
scripta i and irefer k.o a particular query in the i amily of queriea

at a particul - .ibrary in the j family of libraries. Iv a group of ten

libraris, j - 1,2,3...10 and an individual library, say, has 100 queries
with x J i and ti known; thest queries are i - 1 23...190. The first

query at the frst ibrary will have specific X , Yi nt 1 j valueb if, say
X I I100 documents,YIi -1  3 terms andtt I , 1 hr.

Having developed this probability situation the foilowing proposition
can be posed to the library adinistrator.
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If a standard is set which requires a probability value P (perhaps
95Z) that you will be able to retrieve three or more documents in response
to client needs in specified sub 'ect fields, when your collection size in
that subject field is a certain number of documents, and time "t" can be
spent searching, it is necessary that these documents in your collection
be indexed to an average depth Y . If the document collection -ize is
altered, or if "t" is altered, Y will change.

It will be possible to prepare families of gx.aphs for Pj values for
retrieving increasing numbers of documents: I or more; 2 or more; 3 or
more; etc.

Having determined the depth of number of index terms for a set of
constants, the library authority can now set a "standard" for Indexing
depth. While these "standard" conditions exist, meeting them will insure
that the library's effectiveness in responding to client search needs of
that type has the probability value chosen with a certain predetermined
risk of error. Once this number of index terms is determined and set by
authority as the standard number of index terms for that subject classifica-
tion in that collection, adherence to that standard should achieve the
probability of effectiveness indicated by the study.

In this discussion it is assumed that the index terms are selected
by trained and experienced indexers on the basis of a carefully prepared

4thesaurus.

It must be emphasized at this point that for the most rractical ap-
plication of these criteria-standards-effectiveness-efficietcy concepts,
each situation should be regarded as dynamic. If indexing, for example,
should prove to be one of the criteria of effectiveness of technical
libraries, there may be different standards for varios subject fields
to provide tighter and more reliable standards, and it is quite possible
that the standards carefully determined for today's situation in a
particular subject field could be quite different at a later time. The
depth of indexing suitable, say, for archeology, might not equally serve
solid-state physics or oxidative enzymes and, within these fields, what
holds true today might not be true later. It is likely, in an overall
dynamic situation, that enforcing standards nonetheless would maintain
stable effectiveness for a short run period. Periodic measurements of the
effectiveness probabilities should be taken to determine if the enforcement
of standards realizes the level of required (or predicted) effectiveness.

At this stage of the discussion, it should also be brought out that
the criteria-standards-effectiveness-efficiency concepts are most applic-
able for overall library service effectiveness. Theme methods will measurc
the effectiveness of a library in responding to a population of questions1
service requests or clients. The study of such populations will give data
for quantifying that concept of effectiveness.

1
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These considerations do not, however, give data for quantifying
the effectiveness of a library's response to an individual client's
request. The latter is a different kind of response effectiveness and
the distinction between the two should be recognized. For clarity, there-
fore, let us distinguish:

EslII - overall search service effectiveness in responding to
populations of Type III search needs,

EIC - effectiveness in responding to the particular Type III
search needs of individual clients.

Our study will provide data for obtaining values for E III It does
not appear, however, that this study will give objectivc ana quantitative
values for EIC. To obtain values for this measure of effectiveness it is
neceasary to have a more meaningful knowledge of user feedback, user
satisfaction, user project progress, user project importance or something
along these lines. To develop this knowledge we must study feedback--
what is it, how it can be identified and how it can be quantified.

Some attempt, however, should be made to identify certain types of
questions wbh h would reduce the equivocal nature of needs, for example,
questions which would establish (I) the time deadline for receipt of in-
formation, (2) the estimated number of relevant documents published,
and (3) the percentage of relevant dccuments which should satisfy the need.

The remaining -uivocal areas of needs may be measured by subjective
and qualitative criLtria or empirical criteria in the judgment of an
expert who would attempt to level the effectiveness of search strategy,

retrieval strategy, etc., after exposure to the library operations per-
formed and user feedback.

Personal communication with Cyril Cleverdon.
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TTI. DATA AND INFORMATION LOLLECTION ANo ORGANIZATION

As the work of this contract developed, it became apparent that

there are severa approaches to developing criteria for evaluating the

efficiency and effectivene:.; of library operations and services. The

various approaches lend thewselves in different ways to the numerous

aspects of library operations and the prodc-ts or services arising out

of these operations. There are undoobtedlv additional approaches other

than those we utilized, but attention will be directed chiefly to 5

approaches.

These 5 approaches involved the utilization of both data and informa-
tior.. It is the purpose of this chapter to separate these data and in-
f, mation iT;to the 5 classes. Fo- each approac the authors refer to the

data or information .is ,a "type" co-responding to the approach under discus-

&ion. Although the types are discussed separztelf, there will be some
inevitzble concept overlaps. These will be minimized as far as possible.

The word "data" is used in this report in the broadest sense, Actually,

in this work the contractor is interested in gathering any type of knowl-
edge wiich might be useful in recognizing and establishing criteria for
evaluating effectiveness of librarv operations and services. It is not

our purpose to launch into a lengthy discussion of the distinction between
"data" and "information." Rather, for simplicitv, the word "data" is used
as connoting chiefly numerical, mathematical or statistical symbolic
values, and the word "information" as connoting chiefly descriptive facts

expressed in words,

The "data" or more prcperly the "information" required for approach
No. 1 is simply a set of statements concerning existing criteria gathered

efther from the literature identified in Phase I or from statements made

by libratians visited during Phase I.

The data or information for approach No. 2 comprise the existing

mission statements for the libraries of the Army Technical Library complex.
Shortly after the beginning of the contract, the Chief of the Scientific
and Technical Infonmation Branch of Picatinny Arsenal, Department of the
Army, send a request for mission statements to 88 Army Technical Libraries,
These were reviewed by that office, and : Lotal of 72 mission statements
was forwarded to us for analysis and evaluation.

The data for approach No. 3 are statistical in nature. Obtaining
them was simply a matter of examining several existing reports and studies
on Army Technical Libraries and extracting the data. The analysis of
these data is presented in another separate section.

The gathering of "data" for approaL 4 and 5 became one of the
tasks to be accomplished during the library . ,ts of Phase 1I. It was not
the intention of the contract to visit all Army Technical Libraries, but
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rather a sample of the population representing selected aspects required

for study. The Army Technical Library complex is made up of Ppproximately
107 libraries. These are widely separated geographical' and differ much

In character, scope, collections, staff size, location in supervisory
organizations, missions, services and operations and many other charater-
istics. Some serve research organizations, both basic and applied. Some
are for the use of developmental scientific and technical groups. Some
are for test and evaluation groups. The subject contests vary widely,
covering the majirity of scientific and engineering disciplines and sub-

fields. In order to make an organized anA fairly logical approach to the
selection of 10 libraries for visits, it was considered necessary to estab-
lish a set of requirements by which to evaluate the population of the 72
libraries. The sample chosen In based upon ten criteria and is not a

completely random statistical sample. This method was used in order to
accomplish the oblectives of this contract with a mlnimal sa-ple size.

The ten criteria for sample member selection are as follows:

1. The organization should have responded to an earlier Department
of the Army in-house request for a statement of Its mission.
This request had been made to libraries, informatiou analysis

centers and echr'cal information centers.

2. The organization should be a technical library within the im-

plied definition of ATLIS Report No. 1, September, 1966,
"TECHNICAL AND MEDICAL_ RSEARCH LIBRARIES AND INFORMATION

CENTERS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY," and should be included

in that study.

3. The library should be in the group for which data were presented

in the STINF( REPORT No. 1, U.S. ARMY ON-"ITE SCIENTIFIC AND
TECHNICAL TNFORMATION SURVEY, September, 1964.

4. The library should have been included in the Army Library

Career Program Survey (except Corps of Engineer Libraries).

5. The libraries should include at least one which utilizes auto-
matic data processing equipment for its operations or services

as per "STUDY OF MEC1ANIZATION IN DOD LIBRARIES AND INFORKATION
CENTERS," Booz-Allen Applied Research Inc., September, 1966,

AD 640, 100.

6. The libraries should not be limited to those in the Washington,
D.C. metropolitan area, but Army Tectinical Libraries in the

geographical area should be utilized if they fulfill other

requirements adequately.

7. The population of libraries should, if possible, represent the

various Army Commands, such as CDC, AMC, CONARC, Corps of
Engineers and Surgeon General's Office. j
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8. The libraries should include not only those serving research
and development groups. but also test and evaluation groups.

9. The libraries should represent as wide a scope of collection
and staff sizes as possible.

10. The libraries should represent as wide a variety of scientific
and technical subject matter in their collections as possible.

All librariee chosen for visits were notified by letter by the Clief,
Scientific and Technical Information Branch, Picatinny Arsenal, Department
of the Army. This notification requested permission for the visits,
specified th!- the visitb would be for 1 to 2 days, named an approximate
date and explained the purpose of the visit. As the scheduled date for
each visit drew near, the head librarian of each chosen library was

zcontacted to confirm the date and was sent a packet of background informa-
tion to provide the library staff with some of the ideas of our research
team. The packet contained a statement outlining the various criteria
which we visualized for development, and a sample interview guide which
the research team expected to use for obtaining the data. The interview
guide was revised as a result of experience gained in the first few visits.
The length of stays varied from one-half to two days. The length depended
upon the extent to which the staff had prepared itself as a result of
studying the literature packet, reviewing the nature of the data requested,

* and reviewing Lhe data available at the library. In all visits, a tour
of the library was made, and conversations held with several members of
the library staff to obtain some idea of attitude toward management,
clientele and fellow staff members. The major part of the visit time,
however, was utilized to obtain the requested data.

In general the data sought were available or easily derived from
records kept at the Army Technical Libraries or from past studies on Army
Technical Libraries. However, certain classes of data were more difficult
to obtain, such as user statistics (number of actual and potential users,
extent of in-house use, types of users), use and extent of reference

services, extent of bibliographic service, weights of library operations
as they contribute to each service, and weights of each service as they
contribute to thp library mission and objectives. In order to get these
data, ranges or estimates were accepted. rhe mean was estimar:ed frc the
range and estimates of other parameters such as the mode and , edian Using

these parameters the mean was estimated and was given confidence limits
which were within + 15%, 90% of the time for the data rt-ordeJ. All other
data sought had in general been derived from the statistics kept in each
library or from statistics obtained from CEIR studies, p evios ATLIS
studies, library fact sheets and other previous studies. The accuracy
of these data cannot be estimated by comparison, since the data represent
changing situations over a period of years. However, due to the acces-
sibility of these data, they are expected to be accurate within + 15%
90% of the time or better.

Further investigation on the reliability of data is r~prerented in
the statistical analysis in the following chapters.
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IV. TYPE 1 APPROACH EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS

The idea behind this approach is the rather obvious one of simply
determining what criteria already exist, either in Army Technical
Libraries, other techt.'cal libraries or other libraries. This approach
was to identify these "criteria" either from the literature, (see Phase I
abstracts), or from questions asked during visits to the selected Army
Tahnical Libraries. Not all criteria may be plainly labeled "criteria";
they may also go under such other labels as "standards" or "policies" or
"instructions" or a variety of other terms.

Since it is not the 7urpose of the present contract necessarily to
invent criteria, but rather to identify or recognize as well as to orig-
inate such concepts, simply to locate such as already exist would serve

the purpose equally well. If suitable criteria already exist, it will
serve the task adequately, therefore, if the contractor simply identifie3

them and validates them. Criteria are not per se independent and adequate
in a practical sense for determining effectiveness of libraries or, for

that matter, ef any other organization. It is necessary t at they be

supported by additional and more specific concepts such A ire found in
"standards." Effectiveness" can then be determined by measuring the
degree to which the item under consideration meets the standard. If we
vih to attach time and cost parameters, "efficiency" can be established.
Furthermote, criteria should not be vague or ambiguous, but clearcut and

capable of deveopment into easily understood and enforceable standards,

It was the experience of the contractor, in searching the literature,
that statements of criteria oft.en did not have any organized concept in
mind and were difficult to apply in a practical way. However, there are
many useful stan,3ards for which there are no criteria statements. In
some cases, it is not necessary to state these criteria explicitly,
because they are implicit to any in* knowledgeable and experienced in the

field. In some cases, however, it would be helpful to every one involved,
especially nonlibrarian administrators with library administration
responsibilities, if the coordination of the criteria, the standards,

and the measurement of effectiveness were made more clearlv visible and

understandable.

The following discussion of existing criteria is not exhaustive.

Since it is fairly obvious that not all criteria are plainly labeled as

such, and that some criteria may be enunciated in reports or other pub-
lications not included in the literature ;earch, it is quite possible that
existing important ones may have been missed. Furthermore, it is quite
possible that some important criteria are so much taken for granted as to
have been overlooked. It is hoped, however, that the most important ones
will be taken into consideration.
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The criteria gathered from the literature appear to fall into four
general categories:

(1) library mission and organization-related criteria;
(2) administrative, management and general criteria;
(3) operations criteria;
(4) service criteria.

The criteria associated with the mission of the library usually are
goal-related. For example, some existing criteria state: (1) the library
should support the total organizational program and goal (378)*; (2) the
library goals should support the goals of the parent organization (455);
(3) the library goals must be explicit as to extent of service and priority
requirements (455); (4) the role of the library is determined largely by
requirements for library services of the laboratory served (207). In one
case a criterion was subject-related: a scientific library's mission is
to provide scientific information (248).

Some of the criteria statements for management personnel discuss
inter-organizational expectations and some discuss more functionally what
an administrator should do. This can be advantageous, when the administrator
of the library is fully aware of the criteria. These statements are: (1) a
college library should be directly responsible to the college president
(182); (2) a library should publicize its services so that the users know

- they exist (345), (24); and (3) library goals must be agreed upon by
management, library and users (455).

Very few criteria exist for a library budget. Both of the criteria
found were In the 1964 SLA Objectives and Standards for Special Libraries(770).
These were: (1) a budget for a special library should be based on recom-
mendations of the library administrator; (2) the library administrator has
the responsibility and authority for the expenditure of his budgeted funds.

The criteria for determining staff personnel were more difficult to
locate precisely. These dealt mostly with professional requirements.
These were for example: (1) The criterion of a profession is the existence
of a systematic body of knowledge of substantial intellectual content. A
member of the profession should have personal skill in the application of
this knowledge to specific cases (109). (2) An adequate professional
library staff is an essential component of basic research facilities (176).
(3) The library staff should include persons trained in the users' fields
and be familiar with their problems (225). (4) The librarians should
have knowledge of sources of information and library training (381). (5)
The library staff is responsible for the efficient organization of materials
and for making available the catalogs and indexes for prompt access to the
materials and the information by the patrons (770).

Numbers in parentheses refer to references in Phase I report e the
supplemental references in this report.
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Other criteria are more specific, and might even be considered
standards, as far as staffing is concerned. These are: (1) A job
description should include a statement in detail of actual activities,
indicating importance of each activity, the conditions under which the
job is performed, and the materials needed to carry out the job (428);
(2) In order to determine grade level in a government library, the
knowledge requirements, scope of assignment and level of responsibility
should be factors (94); and (3) To qualify as a librarian, a person
should have five years of formal education beyond secondary school in-
cluding graduation from library school (11).

Many more criteria statements exist for the operations or technical
processes which are carried out in the library. In fact, the criteria
for the acquisitions program of a library determines the nature, size
and complexity of the collection. A criterion for cataloging is the
comparative ease with which items can be located.

Some or the criteria statements pertinent to acquisitions are:
(I) A special library should acquire materials and information for the
organization's current and future needs (770) ; (2) The selection criteria
should inform the library staff as to the identity of the material to
be processed and also indicate to the clients what they can expect from
the library (424); (3) The organization's information requirements should
provide an accurate selection of all forms of information to fulfill the
needs of research projects and the scientific and technical interests of Z
group members (258); (4) Subject coverage of the collection should be
intensive and extensive enough to meet the current and anticipated in-
formation requirements of the library clientele (770) ; (5) The size of the
collection should depend upon the amount of material pertinent to the
organization's needs (770) ; (6) The library should have as much of the
needed material on hand as feasible to anticipate needs (206); and (7) The
collection can be compared with published lists of key literature (261).

Much has been written about the use of relevance and recall ratios
as measures of effectiveness. There is considerable controversy as to
the validity of recall and relevance ratios as being measures of indexing
systems effectiveness. Although criteria of this nature were not con-
sidered at this time for cataloging and classification,their validity will
be discussed in Phase III of this contract. Others found to pertain to
cataloging and classification were: (1) The catalog should be in enough
detail for the users to be able to utilize it efficiently (211); (2) The
catalog and classification should be done in such a manner as to assure
the highest possible accuracy and consistency for the user (218); (3)
Some criteria for a qualitative catalog listed by Oliver Lilley (244) were:
cost; physical size: time to construct, maintain, search; scope by topic;
ease in determining relevance; number of access points as main entry;
universality of information; rate of growth per new entry; obsolescence
rate; simplicity of apparatus; adaptability to reproduction and dissemina-
tion; adequacy in supplementing similar tools.
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There do not seem to be as many criteria existing for library
services. Criteria for circulation services include: (1) Ease in ac-
cessibility is the most desired characteristic of a system (236); (2)
The physical location of the materials should be determined by the amount
of use (143); (3) Success in locating library material is more signif-
icant than the number of volumes in the collection (456); (4) The ease
of access or obtaining the materials is the most desired characteristic
of a system (456, 236); and (5) The use of the collection by stadents in
a college library is the ultimate test of the collection and the library
(292).

The fewest criteria exist for the reference, search and bibliographic

types of services. Some examples are: (1) Technical information service
should be provided as a background for specific or individual projects
(207); (2) The special library should provide successful reference service
varying from answering miscellaneous questions to providing literature
surveys and comprehensive bibliographic reports (235); and (3) The library
staff should locate library materials and information promptly upon re-
quest (770)

The library visits by the research team were not fruitful sources of
criteria statements or concepts. However, the subjects discussed and the
data gathered during the visits have a direct or indirect relation to the
effectiveness or the efficiency of the library in performing its operations
or providing its services or products. Therefore, it is judged necessary
to include in this report some of the observations made during the visits
over and above the actual numerical data. These observations pertain for
the most part to library methodology or procedural matters rather than to
the more generic concepts usually thought of as constituting effectiveness
criteria. Nonetheless, some of these procedural matters might constitute
focal points from which to develop criteria.

Some interesting points arise with reference to management matters
which have considerable bearing on both effectiveness and efficiency. One
of these has to do with accountability records. It appears for the most
part that accountability records are kept only for acquisitioun which
must be purchased. This is, of course, understandable because it is neces-
sary to account for direct expenditure of funds. There is a tendency,
however, to view "free" acquisitions as not costing anything. But there
are the costs of ordering, following-up, receiving, processing, storing
and retrieving these "free" documents which most often represent a larger
investment in documents than the purchase price.

A second point of interest noted on the visits which would have
direct bearing on library efficiency, although it would not be imediately
obvious because the costs are hidden, is the necessity to respond to Army-
wide or higher echelon regulations which may have little or no bearing on
library operation. Thac is to say, in a puristic sense, there are certain
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regulations which technical librariew must abide ov for purposes of higher

management, Ajhich do not make a positive contribution to library effective-

ness but do have it negative influence on library efficiency by requiring

ataff time. CertAin procureaent r-,ulrements are P-.mples. For instance,
accountability requirements consume labor man-hours which may be utilized

more effectively on ocher tasks. Utility Analysis, a method discussed in

chapter VIII, is a tool 4.r determiriag the most effective and efficient

allocation of man-hours to operationi. After Utility Analysis of the

value of accountakility ope tions as op osed to Lhe value of other opera-

tions, It may be discovered that ccounibilitv requirements have a negative

influence upon library efficiency and poss 4 ..v upon lit-ary effectiveness.

The following ooservationis suarize some of the findings with respect
to library methous and procedures.

Activitieas which are a part of acquisitione and accessions:

Library contents stlction - Not all libraries consider selection of
nev books by tht user staff to be a part of acquisitions. In most libraries,

the librarian selects the material with suggestions from the users and
library staff. About half of the libraries can order any books and doc-

uments that they wish without further approval, as long as the materials
acquired arR within the scope aid budget of the librarv. In most cases,

howwvar, there was no firm policy. The i.gree of librarian professionalism

determined where selection of new materi als or the library was initiated.

Checking - Most libraries check to see if they have the publication
requested before placing the order for Its acquisition.

Ordering - The biggeit ielay in acqulsitions is in ordering. Depending
upon the installst.an, or tt- overall coxand of the librart, there are
varyin" amounts of paper work. involved,

Receipt - Good receipt records are keot at all places, in many cases

in the form of the shelf ]list which is a matter of cooplving with Army
regulatios on accountabil.tv.

Documents - Almost all documents are received free. No accountability
records are required f-r free doc-mants.

Computerization - )nlv ine library visited wan uing a computer for
providing a record of items on order and received.

Activities performed as-2 art of classifvin ai:d _cataloging

Clissification - The libraries, all technic~l in nature, do not all

use L1VrarVOT- onress Classification nuzbern. Some use the Dewey Decimal

Classification System. So other classification svatims were found to "e

used for books.



Cataloging - Cataloging was generally interpreted to mean using

authority listings to check correct author entries, using ALA rules for

subject headings, or Library of Congress subject headings. About one-
half of the libraries did their own cataloging and classifying, and about

one-half bought their cards from the Library of Congress. Even those

which purchased cards from the Library of Congress either altered the

cards or had to catalog and classify somebooks themselves. Collection

size was not the determinant of whether the cataloging and classification

was done in-house or depended on Library of Congress cards. However, the

size of the staff did reflect whether or not in-house cataloging was done
since additional staff were needed to perform this operation. One library

was in the midst of' converting from Dewey Decimal Classification to Library

of Congress Classification.

Verifying - Checking to determine if books are classified the same
way every time was performed in all libraries, using either authority

files or the National Union Catalog.

Shelf listing - This function was performed in all libraries and pro-
vided the data for material accountability.

Catalog maintenance - All libraries attempted to keep their catalog

current in order to reflect weeding and new acquisitions.

Document Indexing - A variety of documents is acquired by the various
libraries. Of these documents, a large percentage originates in federal
government agencies and may be acquired via government announcement bulletins.
Even though such bulletins provide indexing entries, most of the libraries
visited do their own indexing of the documents.

It is not common for the libraries to index journal articles, even

though they may be per'inent to the particular library's collection. The
one library visited which does index journal articles pertinent to its col-
lection consequently spends a greater proportion of time on indexing than
do the other libraries.

PreparatLion and maintenance of lIbrary materials:

This was considered to include book marking, book pocketing, weeding
and card catalog maintenance. This library operation, although not obvious

to the library user, takes about 5% to 10 of the library's time, accord-
ing to the data gathered from these libraries. Most of the policies or

standards in this area are written, but are out of date; therefore, saying
that tnosL of these standards are tradition would be more correct.

Circulation:

Circulation was considered in two ways: one, as pertaining to material

circulating from a circulation desk, upon request by a user; the other,
a predetermined circulation or routing of journals, reports and documents.
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The total amount of time spent on both types of circulation varied froln
about 10% to 30% of staff time. Since the actual activities for these
two types of circulation vary, questions were asked separately about each.

Circulation upon request - Some libraries required the patron to be
registered. This simplified having to check lists when the user wanted
some classified materials, so that he did not have to wait. Most libraries
permitted browsing in the stacks. All libraries required that the doc-
uments and books be signed out. Although a staff member was located near
the entrance of the library to take care of these circulation activities,
this person's time was not totally taken up by signing books out. In
some cases they aided in returning the books to the shelves, received the
mail, answered some reference questions and scanned journals for articles
of interest to other personnel. The number of units circulated per day
related quite closely to the amount of time spent on this activity. All
libraries had active circulation of their materials.

The policies and standards for circulation of items on request are
both written and traditional. Those libraries with significant amounts
of such circulation have written policies.

Chargin - All books and documents should be signed out. In sore
cases, books are charged out without having been cataloged if there fs
an immediate need for them.

Overdues - The libraries generally were not very strict on overdues.
Most loan periods are 30 days. When loan periods are exceeded, noties

are sent out. There was no way of determining if this loan period ir
adequate, because renewal statistics are not kept.

Reserves - .-or the most part, the Army Technical Libraries did not
provide reserves. However, they do have collections which do not circulate.

Interlibrarv loans - All libraries practiced interlibrarv loans.
Depending upon the library's location and the subject field, some libraries
were more involved in interllbrarv loans than others.

Photocopying - The patrons are generally free to have any material
copied as long as they adhere to the new copyright laws. Almost all of
the libraries have photocopving equipment themselves, or equipment nearby
for their use.

Routing of Journals or predetermined circulation All but one of
the libraries provide extensive circulation of magazines. This library
service was found to be tine most usually automated, if the library is
using any automatic cr electronic data nrocessing equipment.
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Reference:

Reference questions can be either short, asking for an answer or a
fact or even an article or pertinent item, or they can he more extensive
asking, for several references, a bibliography, or an analvsis of informa-
tion contained In the published literature. In some rare instances, the
short refer,.nce questions can take longer to answer than is required for
the comoilatlon of a short bibliography. It was observed that the short
reference questions are not asked to be defined by the patron nearly as
often as are requests for a bibliographic type of reference search. The
compilation of a bibliogranhy almost always Implies extensive work. How-
ever, if the short reference questions were defined better, probably less
time could be spent responding to them. Reference is one of the few
library services which brings the staff in direct contact with both the
user and with library materials, books, catalogs and other library tools.
Even so, it appears as though this activity takes no more than 30% of

the staff time; the usual amount of time is about 20%.

Bibliographic services vary greatly from librarv to library because
of differences in staff capabilities, extent of the collections and staff
sizes. In some cases detailed bibliographic work is done within the in-
formation center or by subject specialists closely related to the library
activities. Most libraries which provide bibliographies take advantage
of the bibliographic services of the Defense Documentation Center, the
National Library of Medicine and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Scientific and Technical Aerospace Report Facility.

Libraries do not show partiality as to how requests for information come
in, as by phone, by mail or during personal visits. The preference is
determined by the person making the request.

Only two of the libraries have equipment on which they can perform
reference searches automatically or index their collections. Because the
most frequent bibliographic searching areas are government reports or
documents, the Defense Documentarion Center has automated this service
and made it available. The libraries have made use of this service.

No set policies appear to exist for preparing bibliographies. When

they are requested, they are prepared, if the capAbilitv exists within
the library.

Translation:

Only one library prepares translations. The libraries u.ually accept
the requests for translations and attempt to have them supplied, either
by arranging for the translation or ascertaining that they already exist
elsewhere. All translations requested are usually supplied since their

acquisition has already been okayed.

2
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Library Publications:

Librarv publications vhich are in the form of published accessions
lists are prepared in every librarv. Some lists contain abstracts or
annotations of 3elected articles. This for. of publication takes little
time to prepare, since it is made up from catalog cards. In some cases
the document accessions are also listed. These lists are usually arranged
by subject, but in some cases !N the issuing agency. Document lists ae
not frequent, since most of the documents are classified.

Ihese list2 are circulated to the librarv's patrons and, to some
miner extent, outside the grour if immediate library !sers. The publica-

tions are thought to be well received, since there are always requests for
the items is~ted.

Public Relations:

Public relations are considered as those activities which inform
the users about the library either by orientation tours. noaration of
brochures, reports to management or preparing various lirarv exhibits.
All libraries perform these activities; they took less than S% of the

total time.

Bude t

The libraries were tound to have no set budget, for the most part.
The cWief librarian and the division chief, if the library is in an

infk .-mation center, usually prepared the budget. There was no set policy
or standard evident for determining the budget, but the amount of funds
available to the library depends upon the amount of money authorized for
the insta!lition or command.

Other administration activities:

Preparation of librar standards - These are performed by the head
librarian or by management personnel outside the library. In order to
measure efficiency or effectiveness of the librarv, several libraries
use work measurement time-standards developed by personnel outside the

library.

Library_ comittee role - About half of the libraries ave library
committees. The committees appear to have limited power in most cases,
but provide functional review and advice to the libraries. In one case,
the library committee runs the library.

Staffing policies - In some cases the head librarian is abie to
specify to management the job to be done and the personnel needed to do

the job. The usual policy is for the comptroller's office or the manpower
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office to determine the nu-ber of positions and the types of persons

needed to fill them. Other libraries use patron reactions or immediate
supervisor review to rate the library and staff needs.

Library space and size - In general space made available to the

library is effectively used. This is usually determined by mana,ament

outside the library.

Other library functions:

Of the miscellaneous remaining functions and tasks which might be
performed in a technical library, the librarians queried replied that they

do not perform any other operation or produce any other service which re-

quires more than a total of 5% of their time. However, after examining the
amounts of time allotted to each activity by administrators it was noted
that total time added up to onlv about 75%. It appears that the admin-
istrators did not always include themselves in the accounts of time spent
on various service-producing activities and also did not appear to realize

the true magnitude of time required for administrative duties, The time

of the other library staff employees was well accounted for.
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V. TYPE 2 APPROACH EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS

This effort was aimed at gathering the mission statements of the
Army Technical Libraries as they exist at the present time in official

records. It was then the purpose to examine these to determine if out
of this analysis common denom3nators would emerge which would constitute

the basis for criteria statements

Mission statements were requested of Army Technical Libraries by
the Chief of the Scientific and Technical Information Branch of Picatinny

Arsenal, P'-artment of the Army. This was done early in the contract
peri-d to permit sufficient time to receive the maximum number of state-

ments for the analysis. The libraries were instructed to send the

statements as they existed at that time, and not to prepare statements
specifically in response to the request. The rrquests were couched in

terms zzking for mission statements and organization charts of the or-

ganizational group administratively responsible for the library's
operations and services, and of the iLstallation where the library is
located. Out of the total Population of approximately 120 libraries
identified as Army Technical Libraries, requests were sen% rn 88 and 72

responses were received. Three of these were eliminated because they
were atypical; the analysis was performed on the remaining 69 statements.

Although this discussion of Type 2 data is closely related to that
of the Type 5 data, we wish to make a distinction. In this section (Type 2)
we are discussing the analysis of data or information representing l4brarv

situations as they existed at the time of the statement requests. Tn the
Type 5 situation we discuss conditions which the librarian should recognize
and recommendations related to these conditions.

It appears fairly common to establish for any organizational unit

certain statements which give it form and purpose. They are often presented
in a more or less hierarchical arrangement, expressing first the generic

concepts and progressing to more and more specific statements. These
statements exnress the policies to be followed by the organization and
oftenthe exact f,,nctions, procedures or operations of the unit. One such
model of statements, which we judge provides the nectssary framework for

an organization, can be shown ah follows:

MISSION - usually a broad and somewhat philosophical statement which ex-

presses the reason for existence of the organizational unit. It is the
unit's raison d'etre.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES - these statements tend to give form and substance

to the mission statements. They classify major functions the unit is

charged to accwiplish.

ACTIVITIES - these statements define the actions which will convert

the more generic goals and objectives, often rather static concepts
at best, into dynamic and meaningful outputs.
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OPERATIONS - these statements specify the fairly repetitive,
although often highlv p-ofessional processes which mu be
performed to produce the ictivltv or service output.

It is theoretically possible to develop such a "package' of state-
ments for any organi:ational unit, regardless of which echelon it oc-
cupies in an organizational management universe. In an industrial world,
it can be applied to the highest corporate leveis to establish corporation
policies and to implement these in various subcompany Products or services.
In a government situation it can be applied to the executive branch, to
departments, subdepartments, commands, and so on. More often than not,
the more specific statements of higher level organizational units express

the more generic aspects of the organizational units beneath them.

In the overall task of collecting library mission statements and
analyzing them to determine their characteristics, their -ommon denomina-
tors as well as their points of difference, their orientaLions and their
obviously divergent interpretations of _hat the mission composers thought
libraries are suF'v osed to do, a fundamental rationale predominates. This
basic reasoning is to the point that "effectiveness" of library services
is undoubtedly some function of how well the library accomplishes the
purpose for which it was established. This in turn will depend upon how
well the purposes are spelled out and explained and how attainable thev

are in reality.

This does not mean that the missions, goals and objectives, activities
or services, and operations of all libraries, or of all technical libraries,
or even of all Army Technical Libraries, will he identical. But it does
suggest that, for a given subpopulation of libraries sucih as Army Technical
Libraries, there will be a conmmon essence to ission statements as well as
to the substatements under missions. The variations in the statements

should be a function of the mission of the parent organization. The
missions anc their subordinate statements could constitute a basis for

judging effkctivene s.

The Impression should not be Rained thar the contract investigators
expected to find complete uniformity throaghout the Army lechnical Library
system with regard to the lociir ion of tie library in the organization it

serves or with regard to the mode of expression of its mission and sub-
ordinate services and operations. It is recognized that there is much
variation in size, scope, purpose, funding and other characteristics of
,Army Technical Libraries, due to their role in supporting the mission
of their respective parent organizations, The purpose of the analysis is
to seek identification of elements from which to distill principles for
the establishment of the most desirable conditions by which to provide
criteria for measuring effectiveness independent of the librarv size, scope,
funding and purpose.
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A few words on what are considered to be some important aspects of
Army Technical Libraries will provide a little background on the author's
concepts of these organizations. These can then be areas of agreement or
controversy in ensuing discussions. Army Technical Libraries are "support"
organizations, They are --t oddities, existing simply for the sake of
existence. They are meant to support the Army organizations or commands
of which they are a part. The libraries are intrarelated with other
activities of their own command and interrelated with other libraries in
other Army commands. They are a part of an informal network and have
similar reasons for existence.

Considtring the Army c,_:,mand levels alone, each command hac its own
reason for existence, and each is different from its fellow commands. Thus,
withtn Army commands, Technical Libraries should indicate obvious points
of simila-itv, whereas the Technical Li1iaries of different Army commands
might be expected to differ somewhat because of difference in command
missions. For these reasons we might expect that an analysis of 69 Army
Technical Library missions should reveal that the organizations are in
many respects quite similar and in many respects uniquely different.

In order to perform an analvsis of the missions statements received
from these various Army Technical Libraries, and to examine the rela 'n-
ships of these libraries to the Army organizational groups with which
they are associated, it was decided that one approach would be to adopt
what might be termed a "standard" model, depicting how mission statements
and their subordinate clauses might be presented and to determine how well

* the actual mission statements received "fit" the medel. The model selected
is that presented on pages 30 and 21.

By way of explanation of what might be expected for the statements
of mission, goals and objectives, activities o services and operations,
we assumed beforehand such examples as:

MISSION - Serve as a principal source of published and controlled
information in support of the research and devel2pment programis
(name of organization) and of the separate commands located at the
installation.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

(1) Collect all applicable pdblished information.

(2) Maintain it under bibliographic control.
(3) Dis-eminate it, or products resulting from processing it,

(4) Conduct studies to determine needs of clients and
develop rlans for meeting the needs.

(5) Conduct research in new or advanced methods of librarianship
and information handling. Develop plans for introduction of
such methods which would be more efficient or oost-eifective.

(6) Maintain liaison with related library or information organizations.
(7) Others.
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ACTIVITIES (SERVICES)

(1) Provide circulation services.
(2) Provide subject matter search services.
(3) Prepare bibliogia4 ,.I..
(4) Provide "current awareness" service.
(5) Provide question-answering service.
(6) Provide translation service.
(7) Provide abstracting service.
(8) Provide reference services.
(9) Provide interlibrary loan service.

(10) Others.

OPERATIONS

(1) Acquisition of books, documents, etc.
(2) Catalog books, documents, etc.
(3) Prepare materials for shelving.
(4) Perform weeding.
(5) Store and retrieve books, documents, etc.
(6) Maintain shelf list.
(7) Maintain property accountability records.
(8) Maintain records of journal subscriptions, holdings, etc.
(9) Maintain binding operations.

(10) Others.

As we study this model, it becomes quite obvious that the r'sponsibility
and, for that matter, the capability for establishment of statements at the
different levels of specificity shift considerably. For example, at the
generic level the responsibility for preparation and establishment of the
mission statement quite possibly belongs one or more level above the library
itself. Thus, if the library is situated in the Research and De,-elopment
Directorate of an organization, the library mission statement responsibility
quite properly belongs to the head of this directorate. The goals and
objectives statements can quite properly and adequately be prepared by the
directorate with the cooperation of the head librarian. The activities
statements, however, are the direct responsibility of the head librarian.
The operations statements are functions of librarianship and the responsibility
of the librarian or lover echelon professional personnel on his staff.

We may say then, as shown on page 32, that responsibility for prepara-
tion of the various levels of statements should be consonant with levels of
policy-making, and with levels of library "know-how."
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These matters appear to be rather obviou3 and Their importance muv

tend to be overlooked. They play an important part in the overall concept
of library effectiveness and efficiency, however, in that misplacemetit
of responsibility for establishment and carrying out what these statements

connote can result in striving for misunderstood ends and thus a low order

of effectiveness. It may not be at all sensible for the head librarian
to establish his own library's wission, for he may not have a complete or

sufficiently deep umderstanding of the higher echelon purposes. Yet, it
is not sensible for the higher echelon authorities to tell the librarian
what operations he should carry out to accomplish the production of

certain services, for in Joing so they are weakening his ability to carry
out fully the expert librarianship capabili,:les for which he was engaged.

This aspect of library effectivenegs is also tied in intimatelv to
the placement of the Techrical Library in its parent organization. It is
essential that the library be located such that the nrxt higher echelon

of authoritv has the capability of appreciating and understanding com-

pletely the technical aspects of the library's work and is not in such
a position that he has conflicts of interest between the groups served by
the library. Otherwise, there should be a willingness to delerate tech-

nical authority either impartially to the technical groups the library
serves, or even to the library itself. If certain groups, indiiduais

or projects art to have priority, the misston staL-went should reflect
the degree of prioritv Technical underqtanding and cooperation ocs far

to lbricate the discussion by which to determine kinds and degrees of
services to be provided to each group served, ".roctions to take, and
budgets required. All these considerstions are criteria for evaluating
the effectiveness ot the technical library.



An examination of the mission statements returned by the libraries,
with reference to location or placement of the library within the parent
organization it serves, gave evidence of considerable variation. The re-
sponses indicated, as would be expected, that the installations differ
considerably. The mission statements of th parent organizations reflected
the differences, and thus the supporting elements for the installations, as
for example, the libraries, showed considerable difference in missions.
Perhaps as a consequence of this the level within which the libraries are
situated varied. Although this was most noticeable between commands, it
was evident ever, within the same command. The technical libraries associated
with the Army' schools of CONARC exhibited uniformity of placement, being
administered by the school secretary. This office ir usually charged with
administrative services, personal services, security and the library.

In the Army Materiel Command there appears to be no set pattern. Even
in those cases where the effort is concerned with basic and applied research
on assigned materiel, the libraries do not appear to be uniformly placed.
The most common locations were in the Technical Services Directorate, the
Administrative Services and the Research and Development Command. The
Administrative Services Division or office is usually concerned with mail,
records, records management, reproduction and publishing. In very few in-
stances are the technical libraries directly under the administration of the
research laboratory organization.

Most of the technical libraries in the Surgeon General's Office are
hospital libraries, serving the general staff as well as hospital research.
These libraries are most often placed in the Administrative Services Division
of the organization. Several of the Surgeon General libraries not at
hospitals are those in the Research and Development Command. These are
located in the Support Division.

The technical libraries of the Corps of Engineers are commonly found
in the Office of Administrative Services. If, however, the library is in
a research facility, it appears to be directed by the research center or
facility management.

The Combat Development Command, like others studied, appeared most
commonly to assign its technical libraries to the Administrative Services
Division. The examination of the other commandn revealed that there appearn
to be no set pattern as to where the technical libraries are located in
relation to the groups they serve most closely.

The mission statement packages returned by the 69 librarie were ex-
amined to determine if the statements contain the elements set C it in the
"model" previously devised for comparison. Of the packages ret-ned, 13

Army Technical Libraries provided statements containing all 4 e' ments of
the "model." Thirty-nine libraries set forth "mission" statemet. s. It

)
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appeared that these statements for the library were provided not only in
the library statements, but occasionally in the statement of the organiza-
tional group administratively responsible for the librar,.

The statements most commonly found for the libraries might be termed
more appropriately "activity" or "service" statements, rather than "mission"
statements. It may be that this is explainable by the fact that the mission
statement exists elsewhere and that the libraries are concerned solely with
the services they are charged with providing. There may, of course, be some
misinterpretation of what a library mission statement should be. Forty-five
of the libraries provided activities statements. Of these, 11 were mentioned
outside of the library statements. Thirty-four of the libraries showed
"goals and objectives" type statements. Of these, 7 appeared outside the
library statements. The "operations" the library is expected to perform
were found in statements for 33 libraries. In 6 cases these statements of
library operations were found outside the library statements. This location
of "operations" statements is unusual, because it would appear that the
library staff would be most aware of the best operational techniques for
accomplishing activities or services and that these statements would ap-
propriately appear in statements by the library.

From the data provided, it is difficult to determine if there is any
difference from cm-and to command in insuring that the ttchnical lib::aries
concerned have mission statements, and if the mission statements and their
corollaries provide all elements necessary to give adequate and clear
guidance for library management.
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VI. TYPE 3 APPROACH EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS

The approach visualized here is to examine data which may show possible
relationships between library statistics and efficiency and effectiveness
either (1) already available in government-sponsored contract or in-house
reports,* and (2) data which may be collected to respond to questions ii
greater depth.

In the case of (1), one of the purpoces of the library visits by the
research team was to validate some of the data in such reports. For example,
some of the questions asked in one of these studies .ncluded queries on
whether or not the Army Technical Libraries provide services such as loens,
selective dissemination of information, shelving/filing/reshelving, circula-
tion, inventory control, abstracting, translations, etc. The validation of
such "yes or no" data could make it possible to develop criteria for Army
Technical Libraries pertinent to 3elected services or operations.

With respect to (2), the research team wished to collect additional
numerical data, cost data, "yes or no" data, or other qualitative or
quantitative data. For example, depending upon the development of the sub-
ject, it becomes desirable to seek information or data on such items as the
following:

(A) Number of items in the library collection

(1) Books
(2) Journals

(3) Reports
(4) etc.

(B) Number of items in

(1) Chemistry
(2) Physics
(3) Biology
(4) etc.

(C) Clientele

(1) Chemist
(2) Physicist
(3) Biologist
(4) etc.
(5) PhD
(6) MS
(7) BS

(8) etc.

* REPORT NUMBER STINFO 1, U.S. ARMY, ON-SITE SCIENTIFIC AND -T HNICAL
INFORMATION SURVEY, September, 1964, Contract No. DL 49-09. ARO-23,
CEIR, or ATLIS Report No. 1, TECHNICAL AND MEDICAL RESEARi LIBRARIES
AND INFORMATION CENTERS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF THE ARY, Sept- .ber, 1966.
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(L~) Programs or Prolects of pateat -,rganization

(1I) Chemistry
(2) Physics

(4)/ Materials
(3) Misiolgs

()etc.

From these data a sufficiently detailed picture of library missions,
J staff size, collection gize, number of users, services use, oper.-tions

outouts, operatiu..s costs and other parameters could be obtained from which
to draw some conclusions about- relationships of eff-ziencv and effectiveness
in developing criteria for Army, Technical Libraries.

The surveys and reports examin~d include:

I. "FEDERAL DEP:'TMENTAL LIBRARIES: A SUr*MRY REPORT OF A SUTRVEY
AND A CONFERENCE," Luther H. Even& et al., Washington: Brookings Instivute,
1963. The datr foi this survey, the first federal library survey made
since 1376, were liriallv collected in 1959-1966 and included all federal
libr&:ip~s, both general and special. The survey was nerformed with a three-
part cue.~ionnaice. Part A was filled out by the administrative officer of
'he department or agency or by a rep-resentative designated by him. It dealt
with overall policy and administrative problems involved in the operation
of the library or librar-!~s by the agencies. The qUESLons Included the
general subjects: 1. -Rion of the agency; 11. Agencies' libraries; II:.
Function~s performed b-, gency 1"eadquarters for the field libraries; IV.
Budget of the agency, V. Future devel-oment,

"art B was iilled out by any library designated as reference and tech-

nical. The questions for thig part were presented under the folioJing head--
ings: I. Purpose, scope and coverage of the library; 11. Organization of tne
li1,Lary. 11, Size and nature of present collection; IV. Acquisi'~tons policies
and procedures; V. Binding; VI. Cataloging and classification;, VII, Reference
and bibliographic service; VIII. Lending service; IX. Library space; X.
budget; X1. rersonnel; XII. Reporting of statistics; XIII. Cooperative ar-
rangement with other litraries; XIV. Service on Committee and relations
with asso,_>stions; XV, Future development, XVI. Mechanical and electronic
devices; X'. U. Niscallane-us, Part C was Intended for general libraries
and the questions fell in the same areas as Part B.

Ot the libraries designated as Army Technical Libraries, about half

ha,4 been included in the Brookings survey. For the purposes of the present

John I. Thompson & Company contract, the Brookings survey data were cona-
pared, therefore, with present mission statements for libraries included

in library visits in Dur research to determine if any major changes had
taken place ot .f their iaiissions had changed since 1959. In the tnteveairg
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time, however, the DoD has undergone several reorganizations. Some
libraries are no longer in the same command or have the same administration.
However, the primary subject missions ap~ear to have stayed the same. This
was determined by examining tle data supplied concerning the major subject
areas of the collection aid trh type of usage.

2. 'U.S. AM5Y ON-SITE SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INIFORMATION SURVEY"
Report Number STINPO 1, performed bv CEIR, Inc., Arlington, Virginia, for

the Director of Army Technical information, Department of the Army, Contract
DA 49-092-ARO-23, Final Report Sep-ember, 1964, AD 445-800. The purpose
of this study was to identify by means of an on-site survey the personnel,
fc-ilities and funding (for FY 1064) involved in the oerformance of scientific
and technical information funr 'ons. The objective was to determine what
was being done in the areas of originating, processing, storing and dis-
seminating scientific and technical information, Pro-isaing includes all

tfunctions, prccesses and activities to which this information is subjected,
except for the origination of rough draft and the use made of the informa-
tion after the ultimate user has received it. In addition to inventorying
the activities to which the Army subjects its scientific and technical in-
formation, the survey aimed at locating significant depositories or colle -
rions of items containing data or infsrmation about n.merous scientific 1.J
technical subjects of interest to the Army.

The objective of our research team in analyzing the data of the CEIR
a. port was to determine what trends could be detected in certain selected

functions. It was judged that the establishment of trends by a statistically
supported population of libraries might in ttself provide a ba6is for con-
sideration as criteria. The activities, services, functions and oLher
librar, or information-center-related items included in the CEIR survey
are reflected in the following listing.

ITEMS IN CEIR SURVEY

Code Git- t Name Grou

U1 Managiri 6TINFO activities STINFO Adminstation

02* Education of S INFO users STINFO Administration

03* Coordinating STINFO activities STINFO Adn,,,,istration

04* R&D In Tnformation Sciences STINFO Adminstration

05* Planned technical visits STINFO Administra~ion

06 Analyzing results of meetings STINFO Administration

07* Selection of items Acquisition of STTNFO Items

08* Dollar procurement Acquisition of STINFO Items
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09* Exchangi7 agreement Acquisition of STINFO Items

10* Loans Acquisition of STINFO Items

11* Non-dollar procurement Acquisition of STINFO Items

12 Technical wrlting Primary Repurt Preparation

13 Technical editing Primary Report Preparation

14 Technical review Primary Report Preparation

15 Preparation of format Primary Report Preparation

16 Printing Report Production

17 "Dummy" master preparation Report Production

18 Folding/collating Report Production

19 Binding/stitching Report Production

20 Still photography Visual and Audio Arts

21 Motion picture photography Visual and Ai. ,-c1.

22 Illustrating/charting V: .nd Audio Art

23 Drafting Visual an4 Audio Arts

24 Model/scuiptig/exhibit-7kKig Visual and Audio Arts

25 V, Visual and Audio Arts

26 So.:r recording Visual and Audio Arts

2 Photographic Uopying Reproduction

28 Mjcophotography Reproductinn

2 9 Xerography Reprodu t ion

30* Disseminating new STINFO Dissemination

31* Disseminating info iz: STINF3 Dissemiination

32* Selective dissemination Dissemination

33* Use of displays Dissemination

34* Secondary distribution Dissemination
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35* Prep. for storing/hand!in Storing Handling of STINFO Items

36* Shelving/filing/reshelving Storing Handling of STINFO Items

37* Circulation Storing Handling of STINFO Items

38* Inventory control Storing Handling of STINFO Items

39* Weeding Storing Handling of STINFO Items

40* Descriptive cataloging Cataloging

41* Subject classification/indexing Cataloging

42* Indicative abstracting Abstracting Translating

43* Informative abstracting Abstracting Translating

44* Translation Abstracting Translating

45* "Ready reference" Reference

i46* Noncritical searches Reference

47* Critical searches Reference

48* Noncritical summaries Reference

49* State-of-the-art State-of-the Art Review

50 Card/tape punching Punch Card and EDPM Processing

51 EDPM Systems design Punch Card and EDPM Processing

52 EDPM programming Punch Card and EDPM Processing

53 Plugboard layout/wirlng Punch Card and EDPM Processing

54 EAM/EDPM operation Punch Card and EDPM Processing

Of these items, 29 were selected as appearing to be common to technical

libraries. These are: 02, 03, 04, 05, 07, 08, 09, 10, 11, 30, 31, 32, 33,

34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48 and 49 (see

asterisks ).

3
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Some difficulty was encountered in extracting the desired data. The
survey often dealt with entire information centers or other information
organizations and not only with libraries. It was, tai.refore, necessary
to determine which of the chosen activities were being performed in the
library vhen the desired library was part of ai information center. (One
observation made with reference to the survey was that, although it very
directly concerned libraries, library personnel often had only a minor part
in supplying the data.' In order to obtain the desired information regard-
ing the selected functions, it was necessary to examine carefully the data
presented in CEIR Table 1 (Organizational Elements by Code), Table 2
(Organization by Installation Directory) and Table 7 (Elements within
Organizations performing Activities). These tables are presented in Ap-
pendix A of the Final CEIR Report.

Of the 69 Army Technical Libraries which replied to the requests for
information concerning their missions, organization and staffing, 42 had
also been a part of the CEIR study. Our investigators, therefore, ex-
tracted from the survey Information on the 29 0,'--'ns listed by their
CEIR code numbers, as they had been riplied to by the 42 libraries. The
resulting data are displayed in the bar chart in Figure 2. The height
of the bars depicts the number of libraries in the total population of
42 which perform the activity or &unction listed.

3. "STUDY OF MECHANIZATION IN DoP LIBRARIES AND INFORMATION CENTERS."
Booz-Allen Applied Research, Inc-, Contract DSA-7-15489, performed for
Defense Supply Agency, Department of the Army, 3ethesda, Maryland, 1966.
The report summarizes an on-site survey of mechanization as it appeared to
be in 1966. Presentations are included on thesaurus building, file struc-
ture, input processing, serial control, selective dissemination of in-
fnrmation, cir .ulation control, equipment, recommendations on information
retrieval systems, observations on nrganization, operation and application,
and summaries on uechanization status, --ope &nd size of collections, and
COSATI subject arep breakdowi,.o The survey covered 76 facilities and
individual reports were prepared for 35. Among other uses, this survey
could be used to show some relationships between the mission of t organ-
izations, the number of persons required to carry out the spvices and
operations performed, and whether an important service or operation had
been mechanized to provide more efficient service and reduce the required
number of manhours.

Although the hooz-Allen study contained an insufficient number of
the Army Technical Libraries to make the information adequately comparable,
many interesting data on collections of books, periodicals and reports,
classi'ied according to partic'lar subject categories, were presented.

4. "TECHNICAL AND MEDICAL RESEARCH LIBRARIES AND INFORMATION CENTERS
OF THE DEPARTMENT OF THE AFOY," Armv Technical Library Improvement Studies
(ATLIS) Report No. I, Washington, 1966. collected Information on the size
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and makeup of Army Technical Library staffs, as well as the composition

and size of the collections at each Installation. As will be discussed
later, the data from this survey were examined in our study to note any
changes in size from the more recently collected data as well as that

collected during the 10 library visits.

5. "ARMY CIVILIAN CAREER PROGRAM FOR LIBRARIANS. LIBRARY FACT SHEET,"

Office of the Adjutant General, Departnent of the Army, Washington, 1966,

provides the following information regarding Army libraries: number and
type of resources, number and type of full time personnel, and the library

services made available. Because the libraries of the Army Corps of
Fngineers were not included, it was not possible to make comparisons of

this important facet. As will be discussed later, the data included in
this fact sheet were employed in s--me of the correlation studies as part

of the present study.

6. "SURVEY OF SPECIAL LIBRARIFS SERVING THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, 1965,"
Frank Schick, Federal Library Committee, Washington, 1967, Coyntrac-. No. OEG-
4-7-001913-1913, 1967, presents detailed data on the special libraries

serving the FLderal Government. Included are data concerning organiza-
tional patterns, library clientele and activities, resources of library

materials and staff and expenditures. Data arE also given for the primary

subject areas of the collections and the primary occupations of their

users. Library functions performed traditionally and by automated means
were tabulated. The Information s,-ught in this survey were quite similar

to that of our library visit interview guide. For the purposes of the
correlations made in our study, the Schick data were included.

Tables 1 through 6 summarize some of the data extracted from several
of these referenced surveys, as well as some of the data collected by our

investigators on the 10 library visi-s. Although the ident'ties of the
10 libraries surveyed in all 5 studies are not reveale, the data are, of

course, directly conparable. Dati are shown for staff, analyzed according
to professional, library assistants, clerical and total. Data are also

shown for collections, classified according to whether or not the Ltems

are books, volumes, pamphlets, renorts and so on, according to t word
usage in the various survey reports. Because it was Judged that the wee&-
Ing policies of the various libraries would have an influence on th d ta
presented on collection size, Table 7 is included, ta)ulating wh"ther or

not a weeding step is performed. Table 8 notes the observations taken
from the CEIR report regarding whether or not the various coded items are
incl'ded in the same population of the 10 libraries, as well a. observa-

tions made by our investigators.

Before discussing the treatment of some of the data used for study-

Ing correlations. It Is thought !ppropriate to 'ake a few observations

concerning the data in geneLal. When we :-xami;ie the data from the past

studies, as well as t".ose gathered during the present study, the lack of

4
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Table 2 - Volumes (Excltdlng bound serials)

LIBRAPY NO BROOKINGS ATLIS I FLC FACTSHEET VISIT
1959 1964 1965 1966 1167

1 3,450

2 2,190 10,000 13,000 12,115

3 18,550 26,150 26,765

4 40,369 85,000 80,000 85, 593

5 48,000 47,000 50,000

6 5,000 50,000 45,000 21,000

7 21,146 30,000 37,200 45,000

8 2,000 2,500 2,500

9 20,000 20,716 20,000
10 1,300 1,500 1,30

Table 3 - Volumes (Bound serials) 0

LIBRARY NO. BROOKINGS ATLIS I FLC FACTSHEET VWSIT
1959 1964 1965 1966 1 7

1 5,900

2 11 IO, OCo

3 120, OCO

4 10,700 26,000 26,000 28,0C-5

5 25,000 20, 000

6 15,000 25,000 25, 00

400 titles7 7, 190 13, 0002,0:

8 025 titles

9 18,000

10
10H ,~

* 44



Table 4 - Serial Subscr'"-ons

LIBRARY NO. BROOKINGS ATLIS I FLC FACTSHEET VISIT
4) 1959 1964 1965 1966 j 1967

11

471 titles
2 375 726

3 1,071

4 4,559 4,150

5 1,000 :1,000

6 1,100 1,000

7 1,200 1,200

8 95 105

1 75 titles9 15625

10 100 125 titles

- Table 5 - Pamphlets, Reports and/or Documents

LIBRARY NO. BROOKINGS ATLIS I FLC FACTSHEET VISIT
1959 1964 1965 1966 1967

2 7,p00 8,000 10,000 11,000

3 12,650 608,800 660,000

4 120,000 740,000 700,000 303,742 311,782

5 300,000 330,000 360,000

6 30,000 50,000 1 46,000 46,000

7 67,000 40,000 30,000

8 6,100 6,200 6,200

9 58,000 20, 00

10 7,000 8,000 12,500
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Table 6 - Microforms

LIBRARY NO. BROOKINGS ATUS I FIC FACTSHEET VISIT
______ 1959 1964 1965 1966 19'67

1 8,252

2 34,323

3 27,303

4 440,000 507,344 571,963

5 10,000 15,000

6 500 500

7 10,000 10,000o 2,350

8

9

10



TABLE7

Summary of Observations on Weeding Policies*

Library

.1Number Brookings CEIR Visit

1x x

2 x x x

3 x X x

4 X x x

5 x

6 X x x

7 x K x

8 K

10 x

*X's indicate performance of weeding
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constancy becones apparent. This probabiv should have been expected
in view of the fact that as far as staff size and composition and col-
lection size and composition are concerned, the situation is dvnanic.
The figures are marked by change rather than stability. Thus, it is
difficult to judge the accuracy of the data,even with on-site inspection.
The dates of collection and the manner of coilecting, reporting and
interpreting the data can cause variations. The values shown in rhe tables
bear out this observation.

The effort to validate the data presented in the CEIR report during
our visits was difficult. Most of the people interviewed were va ue about
what they had reported in the prior survey. Even when the data reported
for them were shown again to them, there was considerable ambiguity and
few were either willing or able to provide revisions. It was also noted
that, although one of the libraries had completely related activi ies it
was performing, the study did not show this.

One of the anomalies interesting to note was that some of th' smaller
libgqries, with less professional staff and less complete collections
and facilities, checked more activities as being performed by thetr library
than some of the larger, much more complete and professionally stiffed
organizations. This would suggest that there was considerable laitude
in interpreting questions as to function definition and performan-e. It
was also found that even on-site visits could not validate all th: claimed
activities and functions. However, it is reasonable to state that it was
easier to validate the iiuformation on libraries which had claimed fewer
activities and functions than those which had claimed a higher number.

As a check on validating some of the policy statements, the example
of "weeding" was chosen. As can be seen in Figure 2, almost all libraries
profess to be performing weeding. The investigators could not, however,
determine how extensive the weeding performed actually is. Furthermore,
this particular policy matter, as with most others, was not a formal,
written matter, but rather was informal and unwritten.

Data Correlation Considerations

In discussing the analysis of the data to determine the presence or
absence of correlations between such factors as staff size, document
collections, number of searches and similar elements, the investigatoru
wish to develop the situation in two steps: A. Determination of the
population and apects for which correlations will be developed; and B.
11-efulness -" ' -'-:iona I" deve.1-'-o criteria for measur0sent of ef-
ficiency anu _.'oz . eness. The following sections deveiop concepts
for sample cases. It should be noted that the details are not included
in, this report for all the correlations attempted, but are available if
required. Should the -mthods used prove valuable in criteria development,
the details for given cases can then be utilized in later stages not in-
cluded in the present contract work, but more properly to be done under
a separate arrangement by a contractor or performed by an Army in-house
effort.
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A. Determination oi the populat4 on and aspects for which correla-

tions will be developed.

The population under studv for the development of tentative criteria
include Army Technical Libraries which have submitted data and Information
which will permit computations and determinat!ons 6f certain library para-
meters in regards to staff size and pos!Lions: and the number of books,
documents and technical reports, subscriptions and microforms in the col-
lection. The data were statistically interpreted to determine the distribu-
tion of the population. Sixty-one libraries constitute the population in
this aspect of the study. The population identified is not homogeneous.
This implies that subpopulations can be identified.

A histogram was used to show the distrih;.tion of the various parameters.
Five histograms are represented in Figures 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8. There are 61
blocks on each histogram, one for each library. The blocks filled in with
cross-hatching are those libraries which were visited by our team. Although
10 libraries were visited, not all of the data needed was provided by each
library. Therefore, some of the charts and tables will present data for
fewer than 10 libraries. The data from these libraries will be statistically
manipulated to draw inferences about the whole population of Army Technical
Libraries.

The distribution of staff size among the population studied is shown
in Figure 3. This histogram identifies 15 classes of libraries accordin-

to staff size. The classes are:

Class I -- libraries having I to 4 staff members;
Class 2 -- libraries having 4 to 7 staff members, etc.

The histogram shows a skewed dietribution in terms of staff size, vhich
is characteristic of crowding at one end and a gradual taper to the op-
posite end of a scale.

The distribution in Figure 3 shows crowding of libraries in thesmallest

staff size class and a sharp drop over the next two classes. There is a

gradual drop over the next 12 classes. This population distribution shows
a trend which is reflected by the sample.

Skewed distributions were also found for the nuwmber of documents
and technical reports in library collections, Figure 4, and the number of
documents, technical reports and books in the collection, Figure 5. There
does not appear to be any trend in the population in terms of the percent
'of books ,in library collections as shown in Figure 6. In all cases the
sample reflected the population trends. However, Figures 3 through 6 in-
dicate that the sample means do not always closely estimate the population
means. The fact that population means are usually lower than sample means
shows that the sample is biased in that the larger libraries had more thin
an equal chance of being represented in the sample. This bias occurs dui to
criteria 5, 9 and 10 p.16 and p. 17. The conclusions drawn in this araais

will take the bias into account. )
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When data classes with similar trends such as number of staff and
number of documents, technical reports and books in the collection are
correlated, we may see a relationship between the two. Figure 7 is a plot
of the lihraries in the population in terms of staff size vs. the number
of documents, technical reports and books in the collections. The libraries
visited are identified by the circled points. The circled numbers refer
to the library numbers in Tables 1 through 7. A line estimated best to fit

the 9 circled points is shown on the chart (Figure 7). The libraries are
expected to be scattered about this line in normal distribution. This merns

that 68% of the libraries are expected to lie within one standard deviation

from this line and 95% of the libraries are expected to lie within two
standard deviations from this line. Standard deviations are both plus and
minus values from the line of best fit.

One standard deviation (1 S.D.) for the sample libraries was computed
to be 39.6 units from the line of best fit, on an arbitrary scale. The

one standard deviation lines are represented by the dashed lines, called 68%
confidence limits. The two standard deviations are represented by the
dashed lines, called 95% confidence limits. The sample statistically pre-
dicts that 68% of all libraries will fall with + 1 S.D. and that 95% of the
libraries fall with + 2 S.D., assuming that the population is normal and
that the sample is representative.

A histogram was made of the deviations from the estimated line of best
fit of the sample. This histogram (Figure 8) shows that the total population
approaches a normal poplation. A normal population in recognized by a
characteristic bell shaped curve similar to the dashed curve in Figure 8.
The actual mean deviation of the population from the line of best fit was
computed to be 0.5 below the line of best fit. This calculation used the

same arbitrary scale as was used for the sample deviations. Figure 8 shows
the sample mean and the actual population mean. It can be observed that
the error in the estimate was negligible.

The sample predicts that 68% of the libraries in the population fall
within + 1 S.D. A count of the libraries within + 1 S.D. shows that actually
77% of the points fall within this range. The error in the estimate is 13.3%.
The sample also predicts that 95% of the libraries in the population fall
within + 2 S.D. A count of the libraries within + 2 S.D. shows that actually
90.2% of the libraries fall within this .... : 7, error in the estimate
," 5.3%.

Therelore, reliable (less than 15% error) correlations can be drawn
between the data classes collected from the sample of libraries. These
correlations can be assigned confidence limits and each library can be
classified according to its deviation from the norm. Any library within
+ 1 S.D. can be classified as a group C library. Any library between +1 S.D.

and + 2 S.D. can be classified as a group D library. Any of the libraries

2)
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higher than +2 S.D. can be classified as group E libraries. Any library
between -1 S.D. and -2 S.D. can be classified as a group B library. Any
library lover than -2 S.D. can be classified as a group A library.

Since there may be errors in the sample's predictions of the parameters
of the population, those libraries which are close to the margin between
groups cannot be classified with high confidence.

Correlation analyses were conducted between a variety of data classes
where correlations may be meaningful. The line of best fit method was
used for these analyses.

Significant positive correlations were found between the following
classes of data by visual inspection of scatter diagrams.

a. The number of items acquired per week and

1. Cost of acquisitions per week.
2. Number of titles cataloged and classified per week.
3. Cost of cataloging and classifying per week.
4. Cost of preparation and maintenance of materials per week.

b. The number of documents and periodicals acquired per user per
week and items circulated upon request per user per week.

c. The number of titles cataloged and classified per week and the
cost of cataloging and classifying per week.

d. The circulation of items upon request per week and

1. Cost of circulation upon request per week.
2. Number of documents, reports, theses and bound volumes

per user.

a. The circulation of items upon request per user per week and the
number of items circulated by predetermined routing per user
per week.

f. The number of items circulated by predetermined routing per week
and

1. Cost of predetermiied routing per week.
2. The number of subscriptions in th, collection per user.

g. Total circulation of items per user per week and the number of
documents, reports, theses, bound volumes and subncTiptions
per user.

h. The number of reference searches per wcek and the cotit )f
reference searches per week.
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i. The number of bibliographic citations compiled per wcen: and
the cist to compile these references per week.

J. The number of documents, techni -al reports and Looks ir. the
collection and the staff size.

Correlations we--e tried between the following classes of data ard no

significant or meaningful correlations were found:

a. The number of items acquired per week and

1. The number of items circulated upou request per user per week.
2. The total number n-f ir-s circulated per user per weeK.

b. The number of items circulated upon request por week and the
total number of actual users.*

c The number of items circulated upon request p'r user p,-r week and

1. Percent of B.S. degrees among users.
2. Percent of M.S. degrees among users.
3. Percent of Ph.D. degrees among users.

d. The total number of actual users* and

1. The staff size.
2. The number of documents, reperts and theses in the collection.
3. The number of volumes in the collection.
4. The number of titles io the collection.

5. The number of periodical titles in the collection.
6. The number of bo,,nd journals in the collection.
7. The number of journals in .the collection.

8. The number of subscriptions in the collection.
9. The number of microforms in the collection.

10. The total number of items in the collection.

e. The number of documents, reports, theses& bound volume-- per user and

1. The number of items circulated by interlibrary loar to the
library per week.

2. The number of items circulated by interlibrary loar from the
library per week.

B. Usefulness of correlations in developing criteria for r-easurement
of efficiency and effectiveness.

Note: The totpl number of actual users does not seem to .a3rrclate highly
with any of the parameters tqoed. This can le partially accounted
for by the high variability in the average frequency of' use by
identified users of variant libraries.
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The data classes identified in Section A which had meaningful cor-
relations with other riata classes are potential areas for development of
standards (4,310). These standards, if developed after Phase III
of this contract, could be used for measuring efficiency of library
operations. For example, if there is a close linear correlation between
cost of cataloging and classifying and the number-of titles cataloged and
classified, a standard unit cost may be derived (20, 125, 11, 51, 74, 118,
382). If there is a close curvilinear correlation between cost and number
of titles cataloged, then a conditional standard can be derived. This can
be in the form of cost - some function of the ntz-her of titles cataloged and
classified. Such standards could be used to indicate relative efficiency
among libraries.

If unit cost of cataloging and classifying are above the standard cost,
we would expect effectiveness to be higher or would expect some other just-
ification for higher costs such as higher wage rates. If it cannot be shown
that effectiveness in higher, or that wage rates, etc. extenuate deviation
from the standard, the extra cost cannot be justified. If reliable effective-
ness measures can be determined, deviations from the norm may be justified
when additional effectiveness is realized from higher unit costs.

In order to have useful and enforceable standards, not only must the
standards be realistic and attainable, but also we must be able to justify
or reject any costly deviations from the standard.

This report later discusses effectiveness measures in Type 4 and 5
approaches. After some of these measures are taken in Phase III of this
contract, correlations between effectiveness and unit costs may be deter-mined.
If high correlations exist, criteria can be developed which relate operation
output or unit costs of operations to effectiveness (141, 15f). Correla-
tions shch as that'described in Figure 1 p.12 were intended for considera-
tion under Type 3 approach. However, some criteria developed in Type 4
approach must first be validated. Therefore, these correlations and further
analysis will be performed in Phase III.

Standards developed by correlations are potentially useful. The data
so far gathered reflect that the standards would be "loose." That is to
say, such standards would be based on averages and may in some cases be
standards of mediocrity. However they would, nonetheless,be points from,
which to measure. This looseness is due to a number of possible factors,

including:

1. Lack of standard operational procedures among the Army Technical
Libraries.

2. Lack of consideration of quality and effectiveness of the work
units produced.

3. Lack of clearly defined operations and services.
4. Variability of wage rates for similar operations among and

within the Army Technical Libraries.
5. Variability of efficiency in operational procedures among

and within the Army Technical Libraries.
6. Errors in estimates of work performed, costs, number of users,

number of volumes, etc.
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in order to develop "tighter" and more Tseful standards, it wi-l be

necessar; to quantify or elimiate some or a': of these factors.

In an effort tc demonstrate that these factors can be quantified or
eliminated by the use of selected management techniques, Phasp III of

this contract will be dedicated primarily to deve.oping Group Attainment
Program, cost effectiveness analysis and utility analysis. The choice of
these t hniques is discussed in Chapter VI!, Type 4 approach.

Factors 1, 2 and 3 can be quantified or eliminated in utility analysis

or cost-effectiveness analysis utilizing a "systems" approach through

modeling to define boundaries of operations and services and to identify

the activities, costs, objectives and effectiveness of services (768).

Factors 4. 5 and 6 can be taken into account thrcigh Group Attain-

mont Program utilizing work-saMpling studies on some routine operations.

After standards of efficiency and measures of effectiveness are

established by these management techniques, criteria may be developed from

correlations which relate standard unit costs of operations to effectiveness.

Standard unit coats are total unit cost- minus avoidable costs per unit,

Avoidable costs inc ude costs due to slow work pace and costs due to work

delays in excess of allowances.

-- I
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VII . TY?F APPROACH EVALUATION AND AINALYSIS

Thii approach enpiores the possibility of developing criteria
-from various "Management 7echniques.' These techniques were presented
in ATLIS REPORT NO0. 10, CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF
&'IBRAPY Ln-ERA~IONS AND SER VICES. FIXAZ 1: "IE~U~ ARCH AND STATE
OF THE ART. AD-649 468. These techniques were presented in the form of
a matrix. The definitions were g*.ven in an appendix and discussed through-
out the text. For example, reference to the matrix shows that 'cost
effectiveness" was judged applicable for studyinaQ "bP >Iiographic services."
The data collected for a cot, effectiveness assessment of this service may
permit the development of criciria statements, The kind olf data required
tot this approach included ',a) statistics on library work raeasurement
programs; (b) operating cost data such as weekly cos~s of acqui~ition3 and
acennssions, cataloging aad clrssifying and cifcQINtionsrvii (c)
vper~ctions cu~tpitt data 4ut as the weekly number -7f titles cstailoged And
z-lassified, nuzmber of units (books, documents, reports) acquire~d;(d
budget dAta; (k-) lavout zhartas- (f) ocler statistics on the library suci
as number of items (hooks, documents, reports), szaff size and grades,
number of actual and potential xssers anzi 'g) standard daita. Other in-
formation of this type concerned; te) irgcnizational facts such as missions,
structure, and distribution of Afunctiona, responsibilities andi control:
Wb methods of library performance evaluation; 'c) value of user surveys;
(d) validity of various measures of effectiveness; and (el methods and
equipment to perform ooeratioraa and services.

3B!cause there are so many techniques available, it was thoughL
reasonable to reduce the ntmber wu a few for attsl conaideratfion. The
techniques listed in, the matrix of the Phase I Report were, therefore,
analyzed ft~ their usefulness in indicating efficiency and/or effectiveneen
or for contrilling performance of certair library operations anJ servizes.
Before t.ais vas done, however, the library functions were classified ac-
cording to the contractor's concepts ot 'high and lon# priority.

The anaiytical method employed for telecting Tanagement technijues
for further consideration in the contract is the "paired comparison" Method.
Three consultants on the contractor's staff, trained and experienced in
management techniques, performed analyses independently. Each was suppiied
with definitions of the library functions ond the glossar 'y of the manage-
ment techniques presented in tbe Phase I Report with some revisioiis anai new
considerations. The three consultants were instructed identically as to
the methods they were to use in making the comparisons. They were not
informed about the priority ratings assigned to the functions.

In actual use, the paired comparison method employed a cype chart
for each individual library function. Figure 9 illustrates the method,
in this particular case used for selecting management techniques for
evaluating circulation service. All management tech diques identified
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either in Phase Report or rdded during the Phase II work, for the

library function under consideration, were reviewed. Those chosen as

potentially useful for c~rculation qervice evaluation or control are

listed in both the left-hand vertical column and the horizontal top row
of the chart. Although the title of the technique is provided only in
the left-hand vertical column, the Roman numerals used in both columns

and rows indicate identical techniques. The referznces shown in the right-
hand vertical column represent abstracts in the Phase I Report, or pub-

lications identified in the Supplemental Management Science References in

the present report.

In the second left-hand vertical column, 3 comparison factors are
repeated for eacn technique compared:

1. Indicator of efficiency;

2. Indicator of effectiveness:

3. Controller of performance.

Each management technicue can thus be compar-d with all other tech-

niques .isted for that particular library function. The judgments of thc,

management consultants who performed the comparisons were indicated by 'yes"

or "no" notations in the spaces provided on the charts. A "yes" notation
indicates that the technique in the vertical column is a better indicator
or controller than the technique with which it is being compared in the
top horizontal row for the particular library function. An arrow indicates
that the technique in the vertical column is or can be a subtechnique of

the more generic technique represented in the top horizontal row.

After all judgments were performed, the "yes" notations were totaled
to obtain a rating figure for each technique. These ratings were then
converted to ranks for each technique oa each comparison factor. The ranks
among the 3 judges were averaged to determine the final rank for each tech-
nique. The highest ranked techniques for each library function on each

comparison factor are summarized in Figures 10 and 11.

As will be recalled from the Phase I Report, certain management tech-

niques are referred to usually as "analytical" and others as "operative."
Thus, those techniques or tools assigned the lettex- "A" in the bottom rows
of Figures 10 and 11 are analytical, and can be used to study, develop and
justify criteria. Those tools assigned the letter "0" are regarded as
operative techniques which, if applicable, can be used to implement criteria

or develop standards of effectiveness or efficiency of library functions.

Due to time limitations on this particular data type effort, only 3
techniques will be used as examples to develop criteria. These are GAP
(Group Attainment Program), Cost-Effectiveness Analysis arid P.P.B.S.

(Planning-"rogramming-Budgeting System), These techniques are to be used

formally in developing criteria as discussed in subsequent sections. It
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should be kept in mind, however, that elements of several other manage-
ment techniques are used in other sections of this uirk and report, but
in a more informal sense. For example, systems analysis and utility
analysis techniques are used freely, probability i,.-thods are involved,
correlations are made, and elements of cot-acccunting, models, charting
techniques, personnel administration, management analysisand several
others are touched upon. CAP and Cost-Effectiveness techniques will,
however, be discussed in some detail.

METHOD OF DEVELOPING CRITERIA WITH OPERATIVE TECHNIQUES

Group Attainment Program (see GAP XVI in Figure 10) was judged the
most useful tool for indicating efficiency of routine library operations,
such as cataloging and classifying, abstracting, indexing, acquisitions,
preparation and maintenance of library materials, and overall staff utiliza-
tion. Using proven measurement techniques such as work sampling, standard
data and motion and time study, GAP objectively determines attainment
factors for the jobs in a group. These attainment factors represent the
time that it should take a competent employee, using prescribed methods
and working at a normal pace, to perform one operation successfully and
completely. Having determined the "should take" time for all operations,
it is anplied to present or planned volumes of operations to determine
total labor requirnments for the entire volume of work. Attainment factors
or "should take" times are recorded as specific standard data (Standard
Data, XIII in Appendix A).

GAP indicates efficiency of groups bv compating actual time spent
to "should take" time. The measure of efficiency is expressed as the
index of productivity. This index is computed by dividing "should take"
time by actual time. An index of productivity can he computed for each
group performing given operations or for the whole staff giving an over-
all measure of staff utilizat i. The operative criterion of GAP is its
end product--unit cost or unit time standards for each significant
operation.

METHODS OF DEVELOPING CRITERIA WITH ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis (Cost Effectiveness, I, Figure 10), has
been judged the best technique for indicating efficitecv and effectiveness

of typical library services, such as circulation service, information
retrieval service, translation service, bibliographic service and reference
service. Cost-Effectiveness Analysis measures "ost and eftectlveness of
each service to provide a means of judging overall performance of each
service or for all 3ervices. For example, let us make the assumption that
there are 3 possil-e methods for providing predetermined circulation,
methods #1, #2 and #3. Hypothetically, the costs are $1.00, $1.50 and
$2.00, respectively, per item circulated, and the effectiveness measures
of meeting the objectives of the service are 50%, 40% and 70%, respectively.

6
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A plot ,f the methods represents a cost-effectiveness diagram (Figure 12)
and shows the relative cost-effectiveness of each method. The choices
of methods which appear most practical are circled. Metiiod #2 is im-

practical because it is more costly and less effective than method #1.

The two choicee left are evaluated in terms of the librarian's prefer-nce:

being 20Z more effective or spending only S1.00 per item circulated.
The library should have a well developed mission statement and budget to

facilitate deciding the most practical choice between methods.

In order to make a Cost-Effectiveness Anallsis of services possible,

it is necessary to: (1) define each significant service, (2) define allI significant activities and operations, (3) provide meaningful cost data
for each activity and operation, (4) provide meaningful effectiveness data

for each operation and service. After this has been accomplished, criteria

for effectiveness of operations and services can be derived. For example,

the extent and efficiency of cataloging and classifying may show a cor-
relatiun with effecLivenea6 of certain serviccs. Such crit:ira can be drawn
from real world situations at each library. The task at hand, therefore,
is to simulate real world situations as closely as possible. In doing so,
the criteria are expected to become apparent (Phase I Report, References

4, 14, 23, 46, 51, 55, 310, 410, 415; this report, References 766, 767).I
Such a simulation has been attempted by a generalized model of services

and nperations in a ty ical A-my Technical Library- This has been done
by representing real world situations in chains of events joined by

activities performed to actuate each progressive event. The simulation of

4 typical services is shown in Figures 13, 14, 15 and 16.

Each service chain has one or more entry points. All entries from

event 1 are origIns of library service needs. All entries from other
events are continvations of needs which have required previous library
services. In tent cases in Phase Il, or in actual use, event blocks

critical to service effectiveness will be assigned probabilities that the
event will occur. These probabilities will be based upon past experience
using statistical and/or subjective analysis or by statistical sampling.
Each activity is represented by the connecting line between events. Ac-

tivities which accrue significant costs will be assigned standard cost data.
These standard cost data will be derived from past experien-e or can be
genereted by work sampling, motion and time study, GAP and cost accounting

of techniques. The standard cost data will be expressed as average unit cost
per need or as expected cost per 100 needs or iome similar representation

of cost standardization.

Measures of efficiency may 1-e the standard cost data from which an

index ot productivity can be calculated for given work periods. Measures
of effectiveness may be derived from factors which influence the probabil-
ities that events will occur when a number ot needs are processed.
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Certain event blocks separate and identify factors which influence
effectiveness. For example, in Figure 13 event 3 (the librarian begins
a search), two possible reasons which could explain why a reference
librarian would not process a need further are (a) the -ed is not within
the scope cf the library's mission and (b) the priority of other tasks.
Indicators of the percent cause of failure to accomplish the event
represented by subprobabilities will help identify the reason for low
probabilities of effectiveness. These causal identifiers can indicate
criteria for effectiveness. Effectiveness causal factors may be any
identifiers which retlect a responsiveness of effectiveness to the extent
of the factor present. (Reference 768, p.13)

Another effectiveness causal factor is tI-e direct labor operation

preceding each event block. For example, in '.igure 13, event 4 (some
candidate documents are identified) is preceded by the activity of the
librarian conducting a reference search. This activity lying between event
3 and event 4 will be referred to as act!vity 3-4. Tt~e effectiveness
probability of event 4 depends upon the pertormance of activity 3-4.
Mathematically expressed, event 4 - f (activity 3-4), i.e., event 4 is a
function of activity 3-4. The effectiveness of activity 3-4 can be measured
to some extent by the probability of event 4 occurring. Conversely, the
occurrence of event 4 is partially dependent upon tne time, effort and
facilities allocated in activity 3-4. Therefore, performance of activity
3-4 may be recognized as a causal factor influencing the effectiveness
probability of event 4. The unit cost rer need of activity 3-4 may show
a correlation with the effectiveness probability of event 4. Where high
correlation is found to exist, the unit cost of activities becomes a
causal factor of effectiveness.

Another effectiveness causal factor is the cost of indirect library

functions. These functiong may contribute to effectiveness in the same
manner as direct cost activities. i.direct costs to services are those which
contribute to long range effectiveness, such as costs of acquisitions and
accessions, preparation and maintenance of library meterial, cataloging,
cla-ifying, indexing, and setting up of systems for infornation retrieval
and for selectiv- dissemination of lnfo.ation. These (osts must be pro-
rated over their effective use neriod. The costs assigned in the indirect
factors blocks (Figlire 13) may be based on costs prorAted per user, per
100 users, oer unit time or othe" units. As in the case of direct activity
performance and unit costs, indirect function performance and unit costs
may show a correlarion with effectiveness probabilities. Where high cor-
relations are found to exist, unit cost or extent of indirect functions
can become a criterion of effectiveness.

The total cost of a service can be coputed by summing the direct
and indirect unit costs. The total effectiveness of a service can be
determined by the number of needs which meet the objectives of the service
relative to the numbet of needs entering the service. Along any chain of
&ents and activities, effectiveness E can be computed by the product of
the effectiveness probabilities or by the formula;
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E - No. of needs processed through services' final objective x 100%
No. of entry needs

The intrinsic effectiveness of e service to a user may not neces-
sarily be represented by event probabilities. The probabilities are,
however, indicators of the effectiveness of library expenditures in actu-
ating essential events. The effectiveness of search service, for example,
depends on the objectives of the service. The objectives can be represented
generally by the possible events in a service chain. For example, one
objective of reference service or search service may be only to identify
some candidate documents for an informational need. The effectiveness of
this service in meeting this objective can be measured by the product of
probabilities of communication of needs, of the librarian beginning a search
and of the librarian identifying some candidate documents. Another objective
of search service may be to determine, perhaps by examination, the doc-
uments relevant to a given informational need. The effectiveness of the
service in meeting this objective can be measured by the product of the
probabilities of communication of needs, of the librarian beginning a search,
of the librarian identifying some candidate documents, of these documents
being retrieved and of the documents containing some relevant information.
The effectiveness of the library in meeting client needs is predicated upon
the goals and objectives of each service and ultimately upon the library
mission. Before a meaningful measure of effectiveness to the user can be
derived, it is necessary to determine the service or services needed by
the user. for example, one class of users may communicate a need for in-
formation on a given subject. To meet this need it may be necessary to
provide search service (Figure 13) through events 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 7, and
then circulation service (Figure 16) through events 8, 10 and 11. After
event 11 has occurred, the services are completed. The completion of each
event represents progressing in steps to a final objective. The final
objective in the chain of events 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10 and 11 is !vent
11--user gains possession of relevant material. The overall effectiveness
probability of meeting this objective for a population of users is the
product of the probabilities of events* 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10 and 11. Other
measures of effectiveness of the service in meeting the mission of the
library or the client needs can be determined from user feedback (Figure 17).
If the user reads the documents, event 16 occurs, so that the next activity
would be user feedback. The feedbaick would permit: (1) evaluating the
adequacy of the source(s) in meeting the mission of the library (activity
17-18), (2) evaluating the adequacy of the source(s) iti meeting the clients
needs (activity 18-19). (3)*evaluating the effect of recall, retrieval,
and relevance upon meeting the mission and/or meeting the users informational
need. The probability of meeting the mission of the library can be deter-
mined by the percent of needs which are considered satisfied relative to
the conditions of the mission statement. The mission-related effective-
ness (EM) of the service is the product of the probabilities of events 2,
3b, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 16 and 18. The effectiveness of the service to
the users is the product of probabilities 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 16,
18 ard 19.

* The probability of event 1 occurrence will not be included in the di-

cussions of effectiveness measures in Phase I.

** The effect of recall, retrieval and relevance and the use of recall and

relevance ratios as measurements of effectiveness will be dis~ussed in
Phase III of this contracc.
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The measure of mission-related effectiveness is not necescarily
a measure of the total effectiveness to the user of the services or to
the parent organization. The measure of mission-related effect.veness
w4.11 more clesely approximate :rie measure of effectiveness to the user
or rent organization ab the goals, objectives and mission of the libcary
ap .ch the goals and objectives of the user and support the mission of
the parent organization. Therefore, the importance of ueli-formulated
'Ibrary wissionG, goals and objectives in deriving a meaningful measure
of effectivenes3 of the library cannot be overemphasized.

In order to explain further, the applicability of this technique to
real world situations, an attempt to organize various cases of search
service into type categories, has led to the following breakdown of 4
service types and 12 service cases:

Type I. Unequivocally expressed, unequivocal need.

Case I(a). Search conducted by librarian.
Case l(b). Search conducrd by uset with assistance

from a librarian or library assistance.
Casn 1(c). Search conducted by user.

Type II. Equivocally expressed, unequivocal need,

Case 11(a). Search conducted by librarian.
Case 11(b). Search conducted by user with assistance

from a librarian.
Case 11(c). Search conducted by user.

Type III. Equivocally expressed, equivocal need.

Case Ill(a). Search conductee by librarian.
Case Il(b). Search conducted by user with assistance

from a librarian.
Case 111(c). Search conducted by user.

Type IV. Unequivocally expressed, equivocal need.

C4se IV(a). Search conducted by librarian.
Case IV(b). Search conducted by user with assistance

from a librarian.

Case IV(c). Sear .h conducted by user.

E n of the 12 cases will be hardled difterently in computing costs
and effectiveness. The probabl- paths taken in cases I(a) thro"ih III(c)*
are marked in Figure 13. An example of a equivocally expressed, equivocal

need, case Ila follows:

The paths of cases IV(a., IV(b), and IV(c) are not marked in figure 13
because of the rarity of theii occurrence.
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Case lia. Client contacts a reference Librarian seeking some information

on a given subject. This case will be referred to as an
equivocally expressed, equivocal need. The following activities
and events ensue (Figure 18):

Activity 1-2. The client communicates his need for information on the
effect of contaminants on ruby lasers.

Event 2. The need is adequately communicated (understood) by the librarian
to process the need further.

Activity 2-3. The reference librarian reviews the need in order to determine
if service will be given.

Event 3. The reference librarian considers the need as within the mission
of the library and as having significant priority to begin a
search.

Activitv 3-4. The librarian conducts a search.

Event 4. Some candidate documents are identified by the librarian. At this
point (event 4), a requczt for a bibliography may begin activity
4-5. However, the client may not require a bibliography, but
instead may ask for some of the candidate documents. If this is
the case, activity 4-6 begins.

Activity 4-5 (alternate). A bibliography is prepared.

Event 5 (alternate). A bibliography is provided and the user reviews the
listings.

Activity 5-6 (alternate). The user orders and the librarian retrieves
some of the documents listed in the bibliography.

Activity 4-6 (alternate). The librarian retrieves some of the candidate
documents.

Event 6. Some of the candidate documents are retrieved vithin the re-
quired time.

Activity 6-7. The client reviews the documents to determine relevance.

Event 7. Some of the documents are relevant. Event 7 ,nds the starch
service. At this point the client may reques clrculat~on
service and exit to event 8 (Figure 16).
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If 100 similar needs were processed and al' needs were met, the ef-
fectiveness probabilities of all events would Je 100%. If only 70 needs
have passed event 3 out of 100 which passed event 2, the effectiveness
probability of event 3 would be 70%. This may indicate that the mission
statement should be revised to encompass more of the needs or that additional
reference librarians are needed because many needs could not be met due to
priorltv of other taskA. Such needs should be met if costs are not prohibitive.

Contamination of tne measurements of effectiveness may arise from (1)
poorly developed library missione statements which are not clear or com-
patible with the users' departmental missions, (2) poor interpretation of
user feedback, and (3) inadequacy of feedback to express the true utility
of tht information in meeting the objectives of the user.

In summary, and in spite of the errors inherent in the measurements
of effectiveness, this systematic approach is potentially useful in resolv-
ing the probabilcies that the services will meet the needs of its users
to the extent that criteria of cost-effectiveness can be established
objectively.

Planning-Programming-Budgeting Systems (See P.P.B.S., V in Figure 10)
was judged the most useful tool for controlling performance of budget
allocations for services and operations.

From the models developed by Cost-Effectiveness Analysis expressing
effectiveness as a function of event probabilities, it is expected that
each probability can be expressed as a function of the amount of certain
factors present. For example, the probability that some candidate doc-
uments are identified by searching a card catalog may be a function of
several independent variables, such as amount of time (t), the depth of
indexing (I), and the number of documents (D) in the relevant subject
classes. The relationship between the dependent variable P (the prob-
ability of finding some candidates) and the independent variables t, I and
1) ay be found to fit some general equation, where P = f ( t,I, D) . The
genral equation (mathematiLal model) which best represents the real world
relationships may be logarithmic, for example: P = ;+ b In t + c In I + d In 0
may be the general equation which best describes the relationships between
P,t, I&D, wiere c, b, c and d are some given constants and In t, In I and
In D are the natural logarithms of t, I and D, respectively.

With such general equations it is possible to determine the change in
P with the change in any independent variable.

For example: 6P/6r c/I
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that is,the change in P with respe't to the change in I is equal to c/I.

Cost parameters can be added to derive the change in P with the change in

the cost of I.

For example:

Let: cost of I - C,

since: CI = f(r), soy C, : g(t)

where:g(I) is the exact function

then: 6CI / EL : 6g(I)/6I or b6/ 6C1 61/ 6g 9

reefo P (s~6 T_ /c\ /6 1 C __

where 6 g(I)/ 6I g'(I)

The equation 6PC can be used to measure the effect of funds
SC1  (1) Evii]

allocated to indexing in increasing the probability of finding some candidate

documents.

Equations of this t-pe may prove to be useful criteria for budgeting

funds. Since resources should be added to operations to maximize the

probability of essential event occurrence, then funds should he added
where .E.. is the largest, where Cj - cost of 1, cost of t, or 7ost of

6Ci

D, etc., in a "J" family of independent variables any one of which would

affect event probability.

In real library situations it may be iestrabl 1o maximize other

values such as the satisfaction of executive officers served or other soch

values based upon subjectivity If values other than maximization of total

within-mission needs met extenuate, then general fornmulas based upon thege

services models are not necessarily valid as tools for budgeting criteria.

Further discussion on subjective effectiveness values to be measured and

maximized is discussed in Chapter VIII under the utility analysis approach.
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USER'S FEEDBACK CYCLE
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VIII. TYPE 5 APPROACH EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS

Approach 5 is explained in parL In the Phase I report of this
cri.ract, (ATLIS Report No. 10), beginning on p. 6 and illustrated by
Figure 1 on p. 9. The purpose is to formalize in the mind of the librarian
that all operations performed in his library axd all services the library
produces serve the goals and objectives which either he or his superiors
have set an implementing the overall mission of his library Thii aission
io subservient to the higher mission of fhe organization vithin which
the library operates.

This approach, therefore, provides the format and procedures which
the librsrian ma- use in formalizing (I) his iibrary mission statement,
(2) the goals and obJectives which give form and substance to that mission,
(3) the nart-cu!r activities or services hz: library should produce to
.'.-eaent those goolA and objectives, and final.ly (4) those operations
vhl.eh he and his staff must perform.

On the basis of training and experience, it then becomes possible,
using the matrix provided, for the librarian to assign weights to the
various services which describe their relative irportance in achieving

the mission, goals and objectives. The librarian can then estimate how
much of each operation is necessary to produce the activities and services
required. It is then pcsible for him to compare this situation with the
real-life situation in the library and assess the effectivenesp of overall
operations.

This approach would be expected to produce a "management" criterion.
That is, the effectiveness of a given library is a 'unction of the
organization and man'gement ability of the head librarian. It is highly
judgmental and proximate. In the hands of a well-organized head librarian
it is a tool which assesses his own effectiveness and demonstrates to
superiors that by organizing activities and services to o*timize mission
fulfillment he is effectively fulfilling his management responsibilities.

This approach, or perhaps the methods and procedures involved, permit
periodic adjustment to changing situations. That is. 'ith assignments
of new tasks, or alteration in servi,es, or other changes, the librarian
is able to re-assess his situation and to make the management decisions
required to meet the new set of requirements. In that sense this approach
recognizes that library situations are dynamic.

This approach makes a nwumer of asumptions The major assumption
is tat a v-'1 delineated mission statement is available tor the library
orgenization and that this statement supports the h" * ion orguniza-
tion (command, department, division, research group, ai,. on) that the
library serves. The subsequent assumptions are based on that major assumption.
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For example, the more specific goals and objectives provide definition
of generalized entities which must be provided to fuliii the mission.
The actual services or products to be produced by the library are determined
from the goals and objectives statements. The operations statements define
the actions the library staff performs to produce the services or products.

In applying this method the mission statement must be provided first.
It can, for example, be prepared by the director of the research laboratory.
It is desirable, however, for the librarian to review the statement to in-
sure it is in terms he can understand. The goals and objectives statement,
however, should be prepared jo ,itly by the higher authority and the librarian.
Identification of the parLIcular services and products should be performed
by the librarian who by training and experience is beat fitted to determine
which services and products of the library fill the specifications of the
goals and objectives. When these 3 levels of statements have been decided
upon. thz liorarian is ready to test this particular approach.

The librarian, from the background of his knowledge of the overall
situation, must then assign weights or values to the various services and
products his organization p-oduces,. T.ese -an be arbitrary numbers which
have little or no meaning per se, but which by comparison, each with the
others, give the relative importance of the services and products as they
support the goals and objectives. For purposea of simplicity in this
exercise, the total sum of these arbitrary values is equated to the total
"futilu"* of the library, as will be discussed later. The librarian would
then also assign values for each operation according to its effect in adding
value to service- or products.

Type 5 data were sought froa some of the libraries visited during the
Phase II data gathering survey. This data type is expected to reflect
the relative values of operational outputs toward providing given services
and the relative values of services in suppozting the mission of the
libraries. As discussed in the Phase I report. i matrix was developed to
facilitate a test of the 1'br-rians' ability to assign relative values for
operations and services (see pp. 6-10, Phase I Report).

Some of the librarians asked to provide these data were not responsive.
This indicates that: (1) the values sought were not clearly communicated
or understoud, (2) the librarians are often not able to quantify the values
of operations in supporting services** or values of services in supporting
missions.

From the data submitted it was apparent that all librarians do not
assign the same values to given operations and servicea. However, there
was some general agreement in the rank order of values assigned. This rank

* Utils, an arbitrary unit which represents the amount of utility or value.

In this discussion Vhe term "services" includes "products."
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S
order is from highest to lowest of 5 services: reference search, cir-ula-
tion, bibliographic, publications, translations. fhe data indicated that
even though libraries have different missionq, goals and objectives, the
relative values of operations and services do not diverge completely,
although values can be expected to be affected by missions and the kinds
and degrees of operations performed.

In evaluation of the re-'enses received during the data collection
effort it was deduced that some librarians do have the ability to assess
the comparative values of their services and operations. However, it is
considered necessary to develop the concept further in order that moreI meaningful and complete value data may be collected to determine and validate
criteria from Type 4 data. With this objective in mind, the test described
in the following section will be conducted in Phase III of this contract

to collect additionel and more com-rehensive Type 5 data.

Test procedure for developing and validating criteria by utility analysis
(see Utility Analysis in the Glossary, p. 97)

The procedures outlined here investigate the applicability of utility
criteria for measuring the value of services and products, and for making
determinations of equilibrium conditions which maximize utility within
given budget constraints. The application of utility analysis used here
is nct based upon the users judgments of uti'itv as in the classical ap-
proach. The measurements of utility applied here are based upon the judg-
ments of a librarian as to the utility of the serrices and oprations in
meeting the mission of his library. For each library tested, it will be
necessary to have statements prepared by the librarian and/or the next
higher echelon which eefine:

(1) The library mission.
(2) The library goals and objectives supporting the mission.
(3) The particular services anO products of the library which

implement the goals and objectives.

In the course of the tests i number of determinations must be made.
These will be:

(1) Determination of inputs and outputs of each service and the
relationships between inputs and outputs.

(2) Determination of the Actors to be maximizid for each
service relative to the purpose of the library. For example,
most private industries have a central purpose of maximizing
profits. A library may also have a central purpose which may
be to maximize the percentage of within-mission needs met or
to maximize tte value of library services and products in
supporting research and development activities of the users.

(3) Determination of a means of measuring the utility of the

factors to be ruximized.
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(4) Determination of the operations to be performed in the effort

to maximize utility of each service or product.

(5) Determination of standard output* units per man-hour for each

operation.

(6) Determination of the change in utility(A U.) Of each service

(') with respect to the change in each operational output unit
(A0j) , where AUlDj - marginal utility of service ( ) with
respect to operation (j) to determine the marginal utility of
a given operational output, ii is necessary to describe a utility
curve such as shown in Figure 19. This curve is described by

plotting pointc on utility-output coordinates. Various operational
output quantitiea are plotted against their utility. The out-

put quantities may be arbitrarily chosen to deviate from existing
outputs. In Table 9 the existing o ?ul is 80 standard man-hours
of work. The deviationt are in 10 man-hour increments above and

below the existin: output. Judgments are then made of the utility
o1 each service derived from the various outputs. The marginal
utility of the existing output can be represented by the average
slope of the utility curve between points 3 and 4 (P3 & P4) or
AU 1 3'AOj3 - 3/10 - 3.0, (or ideally at P3).

(7) Determination of the total change of utilityATU i of operation
(j) with respect to the change in operational outrutA Owhere
ATUj/&Oj - MU* - marginal utility of respective operations
outputs.

(8) Determination of the cost per man-hour at 100% utilization for
each operation.

If these determinations can be made, it will be possible to establish
criteria r allocation of man-hours in such a way that ove-all utility of

operatious and services may be maximized. The equilibriln condition for
maxiotm utility exists when total budge, for operations (I); amount of each
operational output (A,B,C,...N); price of each operational unit (Pa, Pb,

PC, ... Pr d .arginal utility of each operationial unit MUa, NUb, MUc,...
MUn satisfy the following equations:

(1) I APa + BPb + CPc +...+NPn;

(2) MU& - MUb - MUc - ... - MUn.

PS P~b PC Pr

The ter" "output" has different meaninge, depending on the part of the

systas :o which it refers. In this chapter, unless otherwise stated,
the trm %*ans a measure of :perational actions, not a measure of ntuber
or quality of services or products. In this sense operational outputs

are inputs toward producing services or products.
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Point Operational Utility of Service Marginal Utility
Output Derived From Operation 6UI/60i

1 60 man hrs. 100 Utils 160-100 .60

2 70 man hs. 160 Utils 200-160 40

3 80 man hrs. 200 Utils m

230-200 30

4 90 man hm. 230 Utils = 0

250-230 - 20

100 man hrs. 250 Utils 100-0 '

TABLE 9
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IL these equations cannot be satisfied, It may be possible to

optimize manpower allocation to approach utility maximization. If there
are constraints other than budget coistrAintq, such as manpower constraints,

it iiav not be possible to maximize tilitv. Regardless of conatraints and
barriers to utility maximization at the point of 2quilibriun, criteria may

be developed to indicate the optimum balance between budget allocation and

utility.

The following example will serve to demonstrate the utility analysis
a)proach.

Example:

Figure 20 is a hypothecical total and marginal utility schedule for

estimates of long run utility of operations and services. Only 8 services

and 11 operations are considered as the significant operatio:i, and services
at a hypothetcal library. The -;alue to be maximized is the utility of

the services in eeeting the within-mission needs of the users. The outputs

units being measu.d as contriouting to utility are standard work units
expressed in terms of standard man-hours of work (Figure 20, third column

from right).

The numbers underlined in the 3chedule are existing output (standard
man-hours of work) and utility (utils) measures for each operation. The

standard -an-hours of work produced (in the output column) is the same
number -.s the man-hours worked (in the operation input column). wher the

operator ia working at 1001 utilization. This concept and the criteria for
standards will be discussed further in the Phase III development of the
Group Attainment Progran. For our present example we will assume that all

operators are working at 100Z utilization. The other numbers In the

schedule represent utility and marginal *itilitv changes at various output

changes.

If the library is operating at a point of maximum utility within

budet constraints, the following conditions must be satisfied:

(1) - APt + BPb + CPc + DPd + EPe + VPf + CPg + HPh & IPi

+ JP + KPk;

say: Pa - $3.0@, Pb - $5.00, Pc - $4.00, Pd - $3.00,

Pe - $3.00, Pf - $2.00, Pg - $5.00, Ph - S-4.00,

P1 - $4.00, P, - $2.50, Pk - $6.00.

(.2) MgJa - MUb MUc - MUd - MUe - Mt - q - Muh
Pa Pb fc Pd Pe Pf Pg Ph

Pi PJ Pk
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* Utilizing the output data in the 3rd column from the right, when the

total budget for operation s $2200/week, condition (1) requires that:

$2200.00 - (80) ($3.00) + (40) ($5.00) + (30) ($4.00)

+ (100) ($3.00) + (100) ($3.00) + (20) ($2.00)

+ (20) ($5.00) + (20) ($4.00)

+ (30) ($4.00) + (30) ($2.50) + (100) ($6.00)-

This reduces to:

$2200.00 - $2175.00.

It can be seen that the library does closely approximate the first
condition.

Utilizing the marginal utility data in the 1st column from the right
and the prices of respective output units condition (2) requires that:

8.3-1.0 - .5 - .4 - .3 - 2.0

3.00 5.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 2.00

- 1.2 - 7.0 - 1.5 - 1.1 - 9.3
5.00 4.00 4.00 2.50 6.00

This reduces to:

2.80 - .20 - .13 - .13 - .10 - 1.00 - .24 - 1.75 - .38 - .44 - 1.55.

It can be seen that the library does not closely approximate the
second condition. Therefore, in order to maximize utility it will be
necessary to add output to operacions where MUj/R- the largest positive number.

Since M -- 2.80 and 2.80 is the largestMUj/Pj, we should add output (A)
to cataloging, classifying and indexing and reduce output from operations

vhereMUi/Pj - the smallest number. Since MUe - the smallest number - .10,Pe
we shall remove 10 units of E (10 man-hours) and allocate the cost of
10 man-hours of E (10 x $3.00 - $30.00) to A. If we add $30.00 to A we will
add 10 man-hours to A, since the Pa - $3.00/man-hour.

The change in allocation of funds causes a change in total utility.

The sum of the numbers in the total utility column which are underlined
represent the total utility of operations before the change. The sum of
the numbers in the total utility column which are in parenthesit represent
the total utility after the change. Because of the reallocatior of f nds
the utility of E drops 5 utils, and the utility of A increases ly 83 utils.
Therefore, a net long run gain of 78 utils is anticipated by spcadln $30.00
less on predetermined circulation and $30.00 more on cataloging, clatsifying

) and indexing.
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At this point, before the change is made, the purpose for the

chance and the effe , of the Lhange must be reviewed. The purpose is

to maximize utility of total operations in meeting the wizhin-mission

needs of users.

The effect would be decreased predetermined circulation and increased

cataloging, classifying and indexing. If there are no obvious constraints

upon redicing predetermined circulakion or increasing cataloging, classify-

ing and indexing, the change should be recommended, reviewed by top
management and implemented if approved. Disapproval would constitute a

constraint anA. therefore, may be a barrier to may mizing utility of the
operations in meeting the within-mission needs of the users. On the other

hand, disapproval may indicate poor value judgments in the analysis which

should be revised to improvc tha measure of utility. It there are barriers

such as (1) no additional qualified catalogrs are available or (2) top

executives insist that predetermined circulation should not be reduced

regardless of a lower pedieted benefit per dollar invested, then it will

be necessary to optimize service utility .v seeking ot'er changes which will
resolve greater total utility. Perhaps adding man-hours to H and reduc!ng
man-hours of C o D may be accomplished.

Operatiop D is circulation actions. Assuming that the personnel per-

forming circulation actions are fully utilized in serving clients, the man-
hours reduced must be accomplished by improving methods of circulation

operations, otherwise rM.uction in man-hours could cause a bottlenect which
reduces user satisfaction.

The utility approach, therefore, is useful in Pointing out the opera-
tious whIC., Llould be concentrated upon first to improve methods and effi-
ciency in order to free labor for more effective and utility maximizing

operations.

In the case of increaaed total manpower for operations the adGitional
man-hours should be added whereMUj/P 1a largest. In "he case of staff

cuts the man-licr-s should ne reduced whereM'j/I4b smallest.
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APPENDIX A

GLCSSARY OF MANAGLEEN1 SCIENCE TECLNIQUES

Although a glossary of management science terms was presented as
Appendix E of the Phase I Report, a revision of several of the glosses
is required. This revi~ed version, therefore provide6 wu ified ex-

planations of several of the management techniques of the original glosbary.
Rovever, it does not present or defl.ne terns which do not represent formal-

ized managenent techniques per se, such as the word "budget."

The purpose here is to reorganize the major techniques considered in

Phase I, to add some new considerations and to provide reference numbers
to selected articles which discuss the techniques. Reference numbers through
758 represent either abstracts or simply references to articles as shown
in the Phase I Report. Numbers above 758 represent references included
in Appendix B to this Phane II Report.

The references refer to publicatiLns which relate to the techniques

in one or more of the followirg respects:

(1) Methodology.
(2) Possible application to industry, government and/or libraries.

(3) Previous application in industry, government e-nd/or libraries.

(4) General discussion--edvantages, disadvantages, philosopky, 2tc.

Following the references are parameters explaining what each technique

indicates or controls.

The statements and parameters are not intended to be criteria for

neasuurment but r presented here as hypothetical tools for measuremart.
These hypothetical tools which have been selected as tentative tools (see

paired comparison experiment page60 ) are identified in the tentative
tools charts, Figures 10 and 11. In these charts each tool (technique)

is identified with the library operation or service which it measures or
controls.

Each of thn.se t'ntative tools is potentially useful for developing
criteria for measuring or controlling the efficiency and effectiveness of

library services and operations. In light of the eata gathered and the
observations made during the Phase II library survey, certain of these
tentative tool will be se.e-ted to develop criteria in Phase III of this
contract.

I. Systems Analysis

Systems Analysix is a functional process responsible for the develop.

ment of policies and object'ves for the planning, acquisition and

utiliations of library resources and requirements as affected by
& the operators, users and designers of licrary information systems
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at various levels L'd mission assignments considering po±itical,
rocial and economic factors. This basic approach could be useful
to segregate and delineate the individual functions of the library,
Systems analysis will show the interfaces between functions and
their relationship to the overall objectives and goals of the
library. This concept has been expanded to include the relationship
of the library to the users and to the parent organization and the
mission of that organization. In this sense the system is "a set
of organized operations to satisfy a defable user requirement."
(References: 38, 46, 49, 126, 155, 157, 146, 282, 327, 410, 416.)

Indicates efficiencv of individual operations of the library by
determination of the ability of the various operations to work

together. The total efficiency of an organization or a system is
a function of the efficiencies of each operational unit and the
efficiency of the interactions between the operational units. Systems

anaiysis can be used to facilitate measuring the efficiency of and
between operational units by models, charts, etc., which simulate an
on-going system. This simulation may be used in cost-effectivenes!
analysis, P.P.E.S. or other systems techniques which indicate, mieasure
or predict parameters of a system.

IndIcates effectiveness by identifying the individual functional
units of the library and delineating the roles and goals of each with
regard to the :verall mission of the library. After this role and
goal assigning has been accomplished, simulations which identify
probabilistic and deterministic variables can be made. The simulat'ins
facilitate Judgments as to each unit's effectiveness in attaining
goals. Even though all functional units are effective in their roles,
organizational effectiveness is not insured. The outputs of each unit
must merge into the system in an effective manner. Systems analysis
should also determine the effectiveness of the coordination between
goal directed roles and user needs through user feedback.

II. Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

This is an economic analysis applied to resource allocation. It
relates tangible costs to meaningful and utility-maximizing missions
or programs, instead of to the cost of individual segments. In
economic analysig, the concern is with objectives rather than objects.
Cost-effectiveness can be determined by identifying the performance
or accomplishments of a program needed to achieve objectives, and
evaluating all resources associated with the program in relation
to the benefits anticipated from the program. (References: 14, 20,
53, 86, 112, 115, 125, 130, 141, 155, 232, 260, 303, 31,, 429.)
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Indicates efficency-effectiveness (Performance) level by correlating
efficiency (expressed in terms of coat) and efctiveness (expressed
in terms of probabilities of meeting objectives or in terms of
qualitative judgments of effectiveness). Cost-effectiveness analysis
helps resolve the optimum cost-effective system and thereby helps

to maximize performance. Optimum cost-effectiveness can be indicated
after assigning weights to cost by -oat accounting (sae Cost Accounting,
111) and effectiveness by qualitative or quantitative measures. Graphs,
computer programs (Linear Programming, VII) or nodels (Models, XIX)
can be used to indicate the relative cost-effective level of *lternate
methods or systems.

III. Cost Accounting

Cost accounting is an excellent control device, commonly used in
industry, which allocates the various costs of doing business to the
units produced or sold. Cost accounting serves a need for communication
and control between sources of money end management concerning the use
of capital invested. As used in the library, co-t ac~ounting could

develop a aost figure for each operation performed and each product or
service given by utilizing cost data derived from accounting records,
standard data (Standard Data, XIII) or tailored techniques such as
the systems generalized models which have been developed in this study
for each library service. (Reference. 62, 63, 111, 226, 231, 311, 367,

Indicates efficiency by identifying costs of each service or operation

in terms of dollars. Efficieacy of a service or operation can be

measured in terms of dollars when the outputs are constant in terms

of quality or effectiveness. If outputs vary, the co. must be pro-
rated to indicate efficiency.

Controls Performance by periodic checking of expenditures with budget
allocations and automatic feedback control when costs beco-e inconsiatent
with budgets (Budgeting, XXXI).

IV. Utility Analysis

til 4 ty analysis depends upon the concept that the consumer not only
iows that he prefers A to B, but he c~o give iuinerlcal expression to

his desires which permits him to say he pefers A, say, wice as much
as B, giving A twice the utility of B. (References: 102, 183, 184, 303,
361, 362, 372, 763.)

Indicates effectiveness by evaluating a product or service in terms of
how much one is willing to sacrifice in order to get that product or
service. This sacrifice may be manifested as a try: -ff of money, time,
effort or other products or services. The cardinal utility of the desired
product or service can be measured by dollars or time units and by other coon-
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parative units such as weights o,' the relativt preference for one
product or service over another. Care must be taken not to assume
utility can be measured by any absolute value of what ui.e is willing
to sacrifice. Ordinal utility of a commodity for one individual can
be measured by his relative indifference between having various
coinodities. If a population of scientists has the same indifference
between having Chemical Abstracts or Current Coit.ents, the utility of
the two is constant for the group. However, if 40% of the scientists
prefer one and 60% prefer the other, the utility of each depends on
the user indifference. Utility of various items in a collection can
be rated by comparison w. h each other. For instance, rating or rank-
ing techniques, su-h as paired comparisons (Figure 9), can be made
between a number of journals to determine the utility rank of each
journal for each scientist, The ratings or ranks given to each journal
can be averaged to give a mean utility rank for each.

V. P.P.B.S.: Planoing-Programming-BudgetingSyl.jem

PoP.B.S. is a set of procedures receiving increasing use and importance
in the preparation of Rovernment agency budgets, which specify program
objectives in quantitative terms, measure benefits and seek least cost
solutions of meeting objectives and which impose controls by a budgeting
process. The Planning-Programming-Budgeting System requires management
to think and plan further into the future, to delineate objectives,
analyze costs and benefits of existing programs (costs of activities,
equi;ment, etc.! benefits from probabilities of accomplishing goal-
direeted events and objectives); and find better and cheaper wayt to
accomplish objectives. P.P.B.S. is founded on 3 major concepts:

1. Each agency possesses in-house analytical capability for
determining the objectives and programs which they should
support.

2. A multiyear planning and programming process incorporating
and using a systems approach which classifies and presents
essential data requird for decision-making (such essential
data can be utilized in Mathematical & Econometric Models,
XIX, or Systems Models).

3. A budgeting process which can refine broad program decisions

for subsequent review and action (Budgeting, XXXI).

(References: 437, 317.)

Controls performan b udetlng. Budget allocations are determined
by: (1) planning, (2) programming essential data about resources
rpquired for decision-making and (3) processing these data to develop
base lines of resource limits as criteria for budgeting. This tech-
nique was primarily designed for long-run control by budgeting, re-
quiring periodic review and analysis of programs and budgets, and
revising resource allocation where necessary.
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VI. Statistical Sampling

A method of selecting a sample from a population to insure its
being random and consequently representative of the entire

population. The sample reflects inferences about the parameters
of the whole population according to statistical theories.

Statistics is a general term for a large group of mathematical
tools based on laws of probability, used to collect, analyze and
interpret numerical data. The purpose of statistical analysis is
to provide methods of treating data so that the maximum information

can be obtained with a predetermined risk of drawing false conclusions.
No method of analysis can extract more information from a set of data
than is contained therein, and no method, statistical or otherwise,
can draw conclusions from experimental data with zero risk of error.
(References: 4, 386, 759.)

Indicates efficiency and effectiveness by presupposing that information
about effectiveness, efficiency or performance can be extracted from
critical data. It further assumes that it is not necessary to study
all data, but it is possible to examine a representative sample of
the data to make inferences about efficiency, effectiveness, perform-
ance or any other parameter of the population reflected by the sample.

VII. Linear Programming

Any proble- concerned with minimizing or maximizing linear objective
functions, such as total costs or net profit, and subject to a set
of linear equations or inequalities in the form of constraints due to
limitations of men, materials, capital or other resources, is a linear
programming problem. The two most comon types of linear programing
are the graphic and simplex methods. The analytical procedure in all

instances consists of 4 parts:

1. Arranging the alternative possible goals to be sought.
2. Defining the assumptions to be employed.
3. Determining the balance of net advantages and disadvantages

in selecting the optimum solution.
4. Modifying selection by relating the alternatives to the

organization's overall objectives.

(References: 220, 538: also pp. 53 and 54, Phase I Report.)

Indicates efficiency and effectiveness by resolving optimum efficiency -

effectiveness from data containing many interrelated factors which can
be expressed in linear equations or inequalities. Actual efficiency.
effectiveness and/or performance values can be compared to the optimum
values to indicate the differential batween actual and optimum
"attainable" accomplishments.
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Viii. Correlation Analysis

The coefficient of correlation provides a measure of the degree

of relationship between variables. Linear correlations have a
possible range of -1.00 to +1.00. Curvilinear correlations have

a range of 0 to +1.00. If one variable increases while the other

decreases, the result will be a negative coefficient in linear

correlations. If there is no relationship between the variables.,
the coefficient will be zero. In general, the closer the coef-

ficient of correlation comes to enualing + 1, the better the
relationship is for firecasting purposes. Correlation analysis

has been extended in this definition to include regression analysis--
a method for computing lines of best fit or formulas 0 howing re-

lationships between variables. (References: 4, 16, 23, 212, 310,

768.)

Indicates factors contributing to efficiency and effectiveness by

disclosing relationships between variable factors and efficiency,
effectieness or performance. For example, if high c4orrelation

exists between effectiveness and the number of books in a library

collection, it can be assumed that effectiveness is a function of

the axtent of the collection. Furthermore, if linear relation-
ships exist between effectiveness and extent of collection within

a range, effectiveness can be predicted by the number of volumes

within that range. However, the number of volumes must be taken

as only one component of a measure of total effectiveness. If it
were possible to establish all variables which determine effective-

ness and all correlations between these variables, total -ffective-

ness could be predicted by weighting the correlation valueb of

the variables, according to their power to contribute, and summing

the weighted values.

IX. Or anization Chart

Graphicaliy identifies bureaucratic relationships between functional
a.,u staff units within an organization and delineates areas of
responsibilit, of each unit. (References: 79, 537.)

Indicates efficiency by providing a view of the distribution of

responsibilities making recognition of role inconsistencies with

organizational goals easier.

Controls performance by providing a means to communicate proper

relationships between and proper roles of the line and staff units.

X. Layout Chart

Usually a floor plan of a facility locating tLe items in the physical
layout. Three types of layout charts are plant layout, department

lay t and workplace diagrams. (Reference: 761.)



XI. Methods Study

Method study is a systematic analycis of work to:

1. Eliminate unnecessary work.
2. Arrange the remaining work in the best possible order.
3. Standardize usage of proper work methods.
4. Establish accurate time standards for the work.

(References: 32, 255, 315, 761.)

Indicates efficiency relati-e to standardized methods and times

for elements of work such as basic motions or operations. These
suidards are developed by coordination of motion studies and time
studies. The standardized methods and times are compiled and

presented in various forms such as general standard data (basic

motion times) and specific standard data (basic operativa times)
(Standard Data, XIII). Standard data are time values and the end

product of motion and time studies.

XII, Standardization

i An authority or rule for the measure of quantity, extent, value or

quality, denoting the establishment of practices, policies and rules.

SAlso connotes simplification (reduction of diversification) and
denotes establishment of standard equipment and standard methods.
(References: 11, 51, 58, 74, 81, 83, 94, 118, 135, 170, 171, 183,
185, 196, 224, 233, 242, 269, 296, 382, 355, 400, 481.)

Controls performance bv establishment of iractices, policies,

rules, standard equipment and standard methods,

XIII. Standard Data

Standard data are predetermined time values, tabularized or reduced
to simplest terms, and compiled to largest time values consistent
with accuracy, flexibility and speed required for the establishment
of time standards for operations. The work factor system divides

standard data into 2 classes, general and specific. General standard
data are time values developed for a relatively small work segment,

such as basic motions and usually ap:licable to several
classes of work. Specific standard dato are usually developed for
larger work segments occurring in specific operations or classes of
operations. The time values in specific standard data are often
developed from combinations of values selected from a general oystem.
(References: 32, 41, 315, 449, 761,)

Indicates efficiency by relative comparison of actuai time to standard

time to indicate the index of productivity or percent utilization.

)Controls performance by setting an attainable, expected and en-

forceable standard of efficiency.
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XIV. Performance Fvaluation

Gathering of perforaance information (such as qualitative
and quantitative measures of efficiency and effectiveness)
and appraisal of this itiformation and managerial philosophy.
(References: 80, 120, 132, 162, 166, 289, 324, 462.)

Indicates efficiency and effectiveness by subjective appraisal
of qualifying factors of behavior and abilities of individuals,
supported by objective appraisal of quantitative statistics such
as index of utilization, job description analysis data (Job
Description Analysis, XVIII) and degree of effectiveness of the
individuals in meeting organizational goals. Appraisals should
be made by trained evaluators.

kN. Work Sampling

A method for analyzing work to find delay allowances applicable
to a given job, to determine percentages of machine and operator
utilization and to establish production standards (Standard D&ta,
XIII and Standardization, XII). It utilizes random observation of
operators to determine statistically the amount of time spent on
each activity (work or non-work) and the pace at which the operators
work. (References: 32, 315, 465, 587, 761.)

Indicates efficiency by determining the utilization of the operators
studied. This utilization can be measured in terms of percent time
spent working at 100% pace. Work time is defined as the time on the
job minus non-work time, avoidable rework time and unnecessary work
time. During work time the operator is tired according to pace,
The operator's percent utilization will be his work time multiplied
by his average pace rsting divided by the total time on the job.

NOTE: All work sampling techniques do not require pace measurements;
however, utilization percentage figured without pace considecation
cannot be expected to be as good a %aeasure of efficiency as utiliza-
tion percentage including pace leveling.

XVI, Group Attainment Program (GAP)

uing proven measurement techniques (such as Work Sampling, XIV and
Standard Data, XIII), GAP objectively determines attainment factors
for the jobs in a group. These attainment factors represent the
time, including allowances, that it should take a reasonably con-
petent employee using prescribed methods, and working at a normal
pace, to perform one operation successfully and fully. Having
determined the "should tak,-" time for all operations, it 's applled
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to the present or planned volume of operations to determine
the total labor requireme2nts for the entire volume of services
or for any given type of service. Attainment factors or "shoul0
take" times are recorded as specific standard data (Standard Data,
XIII). (Reference: 251.)

Indicates efficiency of groups by comparison of actual time spent
to "should take" time. The measure of efficiencv is expressed in
terms of an index of productivity which is computed by dividing
"should take" time by actual time.

XVII. Human Relations

The study of the kinds and degrees of interactions, and reactions
between people and their orientation to groups and institutions
and the reasons for such interactions, reactions and orie-tations.
Studies ere based on the social sciences, psychology and economics.

Human relations is primarily an analytical technique; however,
public relations will be considered an application of human
relations as an operative technique which applies knowledge of
htnan relations to control interactions, reactions and orientations.
(References: 24, 47, 80, 108, 551.)

Indicates effectiveness by determination of how well staff members
} are suited for their roles and how well clients orient to library

resources. For example: Observations before and after clientele
and staff training or public relations programs can ind.cate how
effective the programs or the library services were relative to
increased interest and ability to utilize lilrarv resources.

Controls performance by creeting conditions conducive to efficient
and effective interaction between clients and staff. Also controls

performance by determination of client and staff needs and the
means to meet these. For example: By accommodating staff and
clientele needs by improving library facilities and working conditions,
by reducing boredom and fatiguL, and by creating interest and other
such incentives conducive to efficient and effective work in and
use of the library.

XVIII. Job Description Analysis

An analyris of each job in terms of tale duties of the job, amount
of skill, effort and responsibility required and The working
conditions, leading t- decisions in selection, placement and
assignments, training, transfer, upgrading and promotion, and in
mak* g wage surveys and adjutments. (References: 264, 344, 428, 467.)
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Indicates efficiency and effectiveness by identifying the
requircments of each job such that staff abilities, training,
education, experience and other lcb factors can be weighted and
utilized to the greatest advantage. This advantage is realized
by optimum usage of staff qualifications in matching people with
jobs. After optimum matc> 4ng Is accomplished, jobs with under-
qualified workers may be .'cu. 4 zed, indicating a need for Lraininig
piograms to increase performpnce. Jobs with overv, ified and
high-salaried workers performing routine tasks may also be rec-
ognized, indicating a need to assign them to more strategic
operations. Job description analysis indicates efficiency of al-
location and utilization of staff qualifications and wages

XIX. Models - Mathematical and Econometric

Mathematical - In mathematical analvsii, the word "model" is
used to mean a mthezaticai description of an operation which
represents the relationships among various elements with sufticient
accuracy to predict the actual outcome under any expected set of
circumstances. T e advantage of a mclel is that it, instead of the
or'snization it simulates, can be manipulated in a variety of ways
until the best solution is found. Tne disadvantage is that no
model can duplicate reality completely.

Econometric - A "model" based on the idea that changes in economic
activity can be explained by a set of relationships among economic
variables, It explains the past and predicts fut1.re economic
activity by mathematical equations that express the most profitable
in-errelationships within a set of economic variables. The best
mathematical a~rangement is a model which takes the form of an
equation or sywtem of equations that best describes the pas, set
of relationships according to economic theory and statistic-- analysis.
The model, in othei words, is a simplified abstraction of a real

situation expressej in equation form and applied as a system which
will yield numerical data reflecting the probable outcomes of a real
economic situatr, when certair. inputs are varied. (References: 14,
23, 46, 51, 55, 64, 83, 237, 410, 415, 76( 767.)

Indicates efficiency and effectiveness bv manipulating variables
within the model to resolve the efficiency maximizing, effective-
nean maximizing, or efficiencv--effectiveness optimizing conditions
and by comparing the maximum or optimum c,'nditiohs to the actual.

XX . Bu~t In

Develoving of a budget by considering organizational needs and mort
efficient and etfective allocation of resources. A budget is a
plan for authorization of resources, which can be exrressed in terms
of people or onev. ;enerallv a budget converts resouices into
money. Authorization by means of the budget may be made to a
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function , . division or the total organization. The budget
should be correlated to planning for efficient and effective
aicomplLshment of objectives. It should represent a deision
on the utilization of resources after alternative courses of
action are evaluated. The budget gives management a quantitative
base for measurement and evaluation. It represents delegation
and delineation of responsibility and promotes organizational
stability and continuity. (References: 20, b3, 77, 111, 136, 226,
231, 274, 338.)

Controls performance by allocating resources in such a way as to
limit waste while allowing enough resource for each function
to maintain optimum cost-effectiveness . the services and

. operations.

XXI. PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Technique)

PERT is a development, planning and control concept designed to
focus managerial attention on key program parts, point up
potential probiem areas which could disrupt program goals, evaluate
progrer toward the attainment of prograr obiectives, give manage-
meat & prompt mechanical renor~tng device, and facilitate decision-

F- making. In the accomplishment of these objectives, PERT uses rlue
units as a common Jenominator to reflect 3 categories of fact irs
which influence suc,ess--progress, resource applications and re-
quji-ed performance specifications. Some of the important iRT
terms are given below.

Activity - An activity is a time-consuming physical and/or mental
process. It is tht work in process between 2 points or events in
time. An activity is represented by an arrow in PERT network systems.

Activity time - Estimate of thp time required to complete an ictivity
in a specified mavier. There are 2 types of estimate:

1. Single estimates.

2. Three time estimates: Expected time - a + 4b + c,

where

a - Optimistic time - the thortest time in
which an activitv car, be completed if there

are no problems.

- , most .kely tiar - the estimated time to complete

Zhe activity under normal working conditions.
This is the model estimate of time that wculd
occur most often if the activity were repeated
under exactly the scaw conditlons many titaes.
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c pessimi3tic time - the longest time an activity
would take if major changes in approach or design

were required; for example, if the product were

more difficult than it first appeared.

Event - A specific accomplishment recognizahle by a particular
insta .t in time.

Network or floTw I - A dia-ram or topological representation of a
project made up of one or more series of sequential events joined by
activity lines to show the time and relationships among events.

Siack - The difference between the latest allow ble date and the

expected date (TL minus TE). Slack may be positive, zero or negative.

Milestones - The significant events or sclected points on which
progress information is needed in order to evaluate performance with
regard to meeting final project objective.

Criticalpkth - the path wi-hin the PERT network t-at contains the
algebraically least amount of slack. (References: 163, 294, 371,
436, 4' , 4' 2.)

Indicates efficiency by providin, vAew of key program development
parts and their labor and time r -rements with bench marks to
measure progress.

Controls performance by providing a schedule representing ranges

of time within which each event is expected to be satisfactorily
completed and by providing mechanisms to 'icilitate decisionmaking
when mile-tonv ar- "ot falling in chronological sequence as planned.

XXII. Data Processng Techniques Evaluation

Evaluation of methods of storing and retrieving information and
performing operatioz, to obtain a desired output.

Indicates efficiency of data processing by objective analysis of

existing systems. Evaluation of data processing techniques should
be conducted by persons familiar with the sciences of data process-

ing and familiar with various systematic approaches to evaluation
of data processing techniques.(l, 23, 46, 48, 49, 52, 54, 55, 56,

85, 112, 160, 173, 181, 195, 200, 267, 376, 380, 415, 434.)

Controls performance by objective evaluation of existing systems,

recognition of potential areas for improvement and by rqstematic
development of proposals for change.(l, 46, 48, 49, 54, 56, 72, 144,
160, 173, 181, 194, 195, 200, 201, 230, 267, 312, 376, 391, 425,

434.)
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XXIII. Cybe neti.c

Cybernetics is the study of control. principles applicable to
mechanical, electrical, biological, organizational and economic
systems and the similarities among all of these systems. Efficient
control normally works with a low expenditure of energy, exerting
just enough influence to effect the degree or kind of output
desired. (References: 518, 521, 755°)

Controls_ erformance by the study of an Implementation of sound
control principles. Cybernetics can pJ.v an important part in
increasing efficiency and effectiveness on all systems levels from
coordination of inputs t: quality control of outputs. Cybei-netic
principles can be used in controlling performance of automated
systems. For our purpose in this phase it is not feasible to
propose how cybernetics should be utilized to control library
automated systems. It is, however, reasonable to hypothesize that
the uae of feedback mechanisms will facilitate control to the extent
that automated operations can monitor themselves or provide check
poin. for management follow-up and evaluation of performance.

XXIV. Quality Control

Control of quality by inspection and rejection, repair, correction
or acceptance according to a predetermined standard, (References:
583, 588.)

Indicates effectiveness by statistical computations which reflect
the effectiveness of a volume of work according to findings made
while inspecting, either by sample inspection or 100% inspection
(Statistical Sampling, VI) of that work.

Controls erformance by inspection of a volume of work (either
sample inspection or 100% inspection) and rejection, repair, cor-
rection or acceptance according to a predetermined standard.

XXV. Plant Layout Analysis

Plant layout analysis deals with the study of the arrangement of
facilities. Effective layoLg calls for a minimum of movement of
both materials and personiel, nnd effective placement of lighting,
aeating and other environmental control aevices. Plant layout
analysis ir.y also be defined as planning and integrating the path
of the component oarts or activities of a product or service to
obtain the most effective and economical relationship between man
aw4 equip ent. Principles to be considered in planning a layout
are:
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1. Overall integration. 7. Aesthetics.
2. Minimum distance moved. 8. Lighting.
3. Flow. 9. Heating and Air
4. Cubic space utilization. conditioning.
5. Safety 10. Noise
6. Flexibility. 11. Comfort.

(References: 19, 263.)

Indicates efficiency and effectiveness relative to the amount of
improvements which can be made to obtain more effective and economical
relationships between people (working with or using the facilities)
and the plant's physical facilities. Layout charts can be utilized
to judge feasibility of alternate arrangements (Layout Chart, X).

XMVI. Organizational Analysis

Study of the purpose for the existence of an organization, its
functions and the extent to which it accomplishes its functions. Uses
organization charts to delineate functional areas of organization
(Organization Chart, IX). (References: 96, 126, 146, 204, 205,
206, 227, 265, 394.)

Indicates efficiency and effectiveness of an organization by one or
more of a variety of systematic approaches (for example, abstracts 96,
126, 146, 204, 206, 227, 394, Phase I). These studies measure efficiency,
effectiveness and performance by considering the completeness of and
the degree of consistency between missions, goals, roles and outputs
of each unit and stratum within the bureaucracy.

XXVII. Research

Methods of gathering information by interviews, questionnaires,

observation and surveys and utilizing this information to draw ob-
jective conclusions. This technique is intended to include a wide
variety of methods of gathering information not included elsewhere
in the glossary of techniques, but represented in the following
abstracts: 6, 24, 25, 27, 31, 42, 68, 71, 80, 92, 183, 211, 240, 386,
396, 397, 421, 432, Phase I.

Indicates efficiency and effectiveness by a wide variety of techniques
incorporating questionnaires, observations and surveys to gather
performance data and by incorporating various techniques to process
these data in order to draw conclusions about efficiency, effectiveness
and performance.
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